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ABSTRACT 

ABSTRACT 

 
Estimating the uplift capacity of offshore foundations is an important challenge in 

offshore engineering. According to the relative magnitude of uplift velocity to soil 

permeability, the soil behaviour during uplift can be categorised as drained, partially 

drained, or undrained. Most existing studies only consider the undrained uplift. This 

thesis presents a systematic numerical investigation into the uplift capacity of anchors 

and skirted foundations at varying velocities, ranging from drained to undrained 

conditions, and developed some advanced numerical techniques to incorporate 

potential soil anchor detachment into the modelling. 

Undrained uplift of plate anchors is first investigated, bringing considerations to the 

occurrence of anchor-soil detachment. The effects of anchor embedment, external loads 

(soil weight, mudline surcharge, negative excess pore pressure below the anchor), and 

soil strength heterogeneity, on the anchor undrained capacity are studied. Semi-

analytical equations are established to quantify these effects. An effective approach is 

established to predict anchor undrained capacity. 

Numerical simulation of (partially) drained uplift is extremely challenging because 

most existing soil-structure contact models cannot reproduce the complicated hydro-

mechanical coupled interaction between the foundation and soil. This thesis proposes 

two alternative approaches to model this interaction, resembling the so-called “thin 

layer interface” and “zero-thickness interface” methods, respectively. 

Anchor uplift at varying velocities is investigated using the “thin layer interface” 

method. Quantitative force-displacement relations are established at different velocity 
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and embedment. Anchor capacity is found to be a combined contribution of the soil 

consolidation and suction dissipation above and below the anchor. At shallow 

embedment, anchor capacity increases with uplift velocity. The opposite happens at 

deeper embedment. But the full mobilisation of drained capacity at deep embedment 

requires much longer uplift distance than at shallow embedment. Three types of failure 

mechanisms are observed: tensile-detach; shear-detach; and full flow-around 

mechanisms in drained; partially drained; and undrained conditions.  

Skirted foundation uplift at varying rates is studied using the “zero-thickness interface” 

method. Quantitative force-displacement relations are established. The uplift resistance 

is found mainly generated by the suction below the foundation, thus monotonically 

increasing with uplift velocity. It is found that, during uplift, the resistance may 

suddenly drop to almost zero after some uplift distance. The reason for this is discussed 

and an effective criterion to predict it is proposed.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The uplift capacity of offshore foundations is of great concern for many practical 

offshore applications (Randolph & Gourvenec, 2017). Upon loading, pore pressures 

may generate around the foundation. Their dissipation will have effect on the soil 

strength and on the uplift foundation behaviour (Das et al., 1994; Han et al., 2016). 

Therefore, soil behaviour, features strong rate dependency (Chen et al., 2012; Lehane 

et al., 2008; Li, 2015), as the uplift rate affects the rate of dissipation of excess pore 

pressures and the associated strength changes. As a response to the uplift rate, soil 

behaviour can be categorised as (1) undrained; (2) partially drained; or (3) drained, 

meaning the excess pore pressures are not; partially; or fully dissipated. Uplift rate can 

also affect the magnitude of undrained soil strength though viscous effect (Einav & 

Randolph, 2005), but it is ignored in this research. 

Most previous studies have focused on the undrained uplift (Acosta-Martinez et al., 

2012; Fraser & Mark, 1999; Fu et al., 2017; Gourvenec et al., 2009; Hu et al., 1999; 

Merifield et al., 2001; Rowe & Davis, 1982; Song et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2010; Yu 

et al., 2011). The factors affecting the undrained uplift capacity include foundation 

embedment, soil weight, mudline surcharge, the occurrence of soil-foundation 

detachment and the suction sustained in between, foundation roughness, and soil 

strength heterogeneity (i.e. increasing strength with depth).  

Rate effects have been extensively demonstrated in penetration tests (Chow et al., 2020; 

Chung et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2008; Lehane et al., 2009; Oliveira et al., 2011; Randolph 

& Hope, 2004), where penetration resistance increases monotonically with  penetration 

rate due to pore pressure being dissipated in the vicinity of the penetrometer tip. The 
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boundaries of the  drained, partially drained, and undrained conditions in penetration 

have been identified and defined in several studies (Lehane et al., 2009; Randolph & 

Hope, 2004). The rate effects in uplift, however, are less understood. How the 

foundation would respond to varying uplift rate is unclear, and the boundaries 

separating the three drainage conditions are yet to be explored. 

The rate effects in uplift may depend on the foundation type. For a half-buried shallow 

foundation, there is no soil above it. Thus, the rate effect is mainly associated with the 

dissipation of the suction (negative excess pore pressure) below the foundation. This 

dissipation can be by means of seepage, but also infiltration of ambient sea water around 

the foundation. For a fully buried plate anchor, in contrast, the rate effect is associated 

with not only the suction dissipation below, but also the dissipation of positive pore 

pressure above, and their dissipation can only be through seepage. Up to date, the 

influence of foundation type on the rate effect has not been well understood. 

No matter the foundation type, there are only few studies considering uplift in (partially) 

drained conditions (Chen et al., 2012; Lehane et al., 2008; Li, 2015; Small et al., 1998). 

Numerical studies on this subject are even rarer because of three challenges. First, most 

soil constitutive models do not allow the simulation of soil tensile rupture (i.e. soil being 

stretched until it breaks) which is almost inevitable during the uplift. Second, most 

contact techniques cannot reproduce the real soil-foundation interaction during uplift, 

which is intricately hydro-mechanical coupled. Third, the rapid infiltration of ambient 

water cannot be modelled by conventional techniques. 

1.2 Research objectives 

This research aims at better understanding the behaviours and quantifying the capacity 

of offshore foundations at varying uplift rates by advancing the existing finite element 
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modelling techniques. A number of relatively well-identified influential factors (except 

for uplift rate) is first investigating assuming an undrained condition. The influence of 

uplift rate is then investigated in details. Due to the diversity of offshore foundations, 

only two types are considered in this research: a skirted foundation, which represents a 

half-buried structure and a plate anchor representing a fully buried structure. The 

specific objectives of this thesis are: 

• To develop robust numerical techniques that can realistically model the uplift 

of offshore foundations, enabling realistic simulations of the soil behaviour, 

soil-foundation interaction, and possible infiltration of ambient free water. 

• To better understand the undrained uplift of offshore foundations, and to 

propose an easy-to-use approach to predict undrained capacity. 

• To better understand the (partially) drained uplift of offshore foundations and 

the influence of uplift rate on the soil behaviour, focusing on the failure 

mechanisms, generation and dissipation of excess pore pressures, and force-

displacement relations, at different rates. 

• To better understand the differences of the rate effects during the uplift for 

half-buried and fully buried foundations, and the differences of the rate effects 

between uplift and penetration. 

It is worth noting that, for fully buried foundations, this research only considers two-

dimensional strip anchors. But the outcomes can potentially be applied to three-

dimensional anchors by making use of the shape factors determined in Wang et al. 

(2010), assuming that the shape effect and drainage effect have no coupling, although 

this hypothesis requires further validation in the future. 
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1.3 Thesis outline 

This thesis comprises 7 chapters. Apart from the Introduction (Chapter 1) and 

Conclusions and recommendations (Chapter 7), a brief description of each chapter is 

listed below. 

Chapter 2 is a comprehensive literature review on the uplift of offshore foundations. 

Studies about the uplift of plate anchors and skirted foundations are first reviewed. The 

current common practice to simulate offshore foundation uplift is then introduced; its 

shortcomings analysed; and potential improvements discussed. 

Chapter 3 presents a systematic FE study on the influences of embedment, soil weight, 

surcharge, the occurrence of soil-foundation detachment and the suction sustained in 

between, and soil heterogeneity, on the undrained capacity of plate anchors. Upper 

bound analyses are conducted to interpret the FE results, and a versatile approach is 

proposed to better quantify these factors.  

Chapter 4 investigates rate effect during the uplift of fully buried foundations, 

represented by a strip anchor. Some modifications of the Modified Cam-Clay 

constitutive model are proposed to allow for the simulation of soil tensile rupture. A 

numerical method, resembling the so-called “thin layer interface” in concept, is 

proposed to reflect the hydro-mechanical coupled soil-foundation interaction. This 

method is validated against available literatures and used to simulate the uplift of strip 

anchors at varying rates, spanning from drained to undrained conditions. Anchor 

penetration is also simulated to indicate the similarities and differences of rate effects 

during uplift and penetration. 

Chapter 5 proposes a hydro-mechanical coupled “zero-thickness” interface to capture 

the hydro-mechanical coupled soil-foundation interactions. It is an alternative of the 
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“thin layer interface” method proposed in Chapter 4, but with a distinct advantage of 

being able to simulate ambient water infiltration. It is therefore more appropriate to 

simulate the uplift of half-buried foundations. Physics-based constitutive laws of this 

interface are established, and a complete formulation into the FE framework is 

presented. This interface is then used to simulate the uplift of a surface footing at 

different rates. Results indicate that it can satisfactorily model the rate effect and 

reproduce ‘breakaway’ at the foundation-soil interface, therefore, realistically 

simulating the uplift of half-buried foundations. 

Chapter 6 investigates rate effect and breakaway during the uplift of half-buried 

foundations, represented by a skirted foundation. According to centrifuge testing 

observations, the evolution of mechanisms associated with rate effect and breakaway 

are discussed, and a numerical approach to simulate them is proposed based on the 

interface model presented in Chapter 5. Retrospective FE simulations of the centrifuge 

tests are then conducted where a skirted foundation is lifted at different rates. The FE 

results are combined with the centrifuge results to interpret the rate effect and 

breakaway. 

Chapter 7 presents the main conclusions from this research. The two ways proposed 

to simulate foundation-soil interaction are compared; their advantages and 

disadvantages are discussed. The rate effects during plate anchor and skirted foundation 

uplift are summarized and compared; their corresponding uplift rate boundaries 

separating drained, partially drained, and undrained conditions, are established. The 

similarities and differences of the rate effects in uplift and penetration are indicated. 

Two recommendations on possible future work are given, including: (1) taking into 
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account the soil viscous effect, and (2) taking into account the potential influence of 

embedment loss during foundation uplift. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a literature review regarding the uplift of plate anchors and skirted 

foundations in clay. The current practice to simulate their uplift is introduced and the 

knowledge gap discussed. State-of-the-art numerical techniques to address these 

defects are introduced. 

2.2 Plate anchors 

One of the first studies about plate anchor uplift was undertaken by Rowe (1978), who 

conducted limit analysis on an infinitely thin and infinitely deep strip anchor. The soil 

was assumed homogeneous and undrained, and the anchor-soil separation was not 

allowed. Results indicated that the lower and upper bounds of the normalised uplift 

capacity Nc = Fmax/Bsu, where Fmax is the maximum uplift force, B the anchor width, 

and su the undrained soil strength, are 2 + 4 and 3 + 2, respectively. The assumed 

upper bound failure mechanism, shown on the left of Fig.2-1, is the well-known full 

flow-around mechanism which has been extensively demonstrated to be appropriate for 

deep (attached) anchors (where detachment is not allowed). Shallow anchors in an 

undrained homogeneous soil have been studied by Gunn (1980). The anchor was 

assumed to be unconditionally detached at the onset of uplift. Results indicate that, 

unlike deep attached anchors, detached anchor capacity is affected by embedment and 

soil weight. Analytical expressions to quantify their influences were derived based on 

upper bound analysis. A main contribution of this research is that it proved the failure 

mechanism shown on the right of Fig.2-1 to be appropriate for shallow detached 

anchors.  
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Fig.2-1 Failure mechanisms for deep attached and shallow detached anchors 

Other early studies use mainly 1g laboratory tests (Das, 1980; Das et al., 1985a; Das & 

Puri, 1989; Das et al., 1994; Das et al., 1985b).  Unlike in numerical or analytical studies 

where the anchor is normally idealised as a strip 2D anchor, the effect of anchor shape 

was investigated in these tests. It was found that Nc decreases with the anchor aspect 

ratio L/B, where L is the anchor length and B the width, and that the capacity for anchors 

with L/B ≥ 5 converges to a same value close to the capacity of a strip anchor, indicating 

a 2D strip anchor is equivalent to one with L/B ≥ 5. The suction generation and 

dissipation below the anchor was examined and demonstrated to significantly affect he 

uplift capacity. Quantitative force-displacement relations were also established. A 

common limitation of 1g tests, however, is that the in-situ stress level of the soil is not 

modelled properly. Soil behaviours and suction generation/dissipation are dependent 

on stress level, and the effect of low stress level on the experimental results need further 

investigations. 
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The development of numerical techniques provides an economic way not only to 

reproduce the in-situ stress level around an anchor, but also to conduct large volume of 

parametric studies, characterizing the anchor capacity as a function of multiple 

variables such as external loads, anchor geometry, and soil strength distribution. A 

number of finite element (FE) studies (Chen et al., 2012; Jalilvand et al., 2022; Rowe 

& Davis, 1982a, 1982b; Tho et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2011) have been 

conducted to investigate the undrained uplift of plate anchors. Some limit analyses have 

also been performed (Merifield et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2015) based on the finite element 

limit analysis program firstly proposed by Sloan (Lyamin & Sloan, 2002a, 2002b; Sloan, 

1989). In these analyses, a horizontal strip anchor was usually assumed. Only a few 

studies have considered the influence of anchor orientations, i.e., the angel between the 

anchor and the horizon (Das & Puri, 1989; Yu et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2015). In general, 

the effect of orientation is secondary. 

The main factors affecting the undrained capacity of a horizontal strip anchor are 

embedment (with respect to the anchor width), soil weight, mudline surcharge, the 

occurrence of the soil-anchor detachment and the suction sustained in between, anchor 

roughness, anchor thickness, and soil strength heterogeneity. Among them, the effects 

of anchor roughness and thickness have been demonstrated secondary (O'Neill et al., 

2003; Wang et al., 2010). The influence of soil-anchor detachment is significant 

because it affects the failure mechanism (Rowe & Davis, 1982a; Song et al., 2008; 

Wang et al., 2010), as indicated by Fig.2-1. But there is little knowledge on when the 

detachment will occur. In current practice the anchor is assumed to be continuously 

fully bounded. 
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As shown in Fig.2-2, for attached anchors, the undrained capacity increases with 

embedment before the embedment ratio H/B = 3, where H is the embedment and B the 

anchor width. After H/B = 3, the undrained capacity becomes a constant which is close 

to the upper bound of an infinitely thin anchor (3 + 2), depending on the anchor 

thickness. For detachable anchors (detachment is allowed but not granted), the 

undrained capacity keeps increasing with embedment before H/B = 10. Situations 

beyond this embedment is still unclear because no study has considered an embedment 

ratio exceeding 10, although the Nc shows no sign of stopping increasing at H/B = 10.  

 

Fig.2-2 Capacity-embedment relations for attached and detachable anchors 

The influence of soil weight and mudline surcharge has mainly been studied for 

detachable anchors, and results indicated that large overburden pressure can prevent the 

occurrence of detachment, as indicated in Fig.2-2. But the turning point has not been 

systematically quantified, and what factors controlling this transition is unclear. The 

influence of soil strength heterogeneity has been studied in Tho et al. (2014). The Nc in 

a soil with undrained strength increasing linearly against depth was found to be smaller 
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than in a homogeneous soil. This influence, however, has not been well quantified and 

explained. Besides, the potential coupling among above factors has rarely been 

considered. 

Studies on the (partially) drained uplift of plate anchors are extremely rare. 

Experimental studies have mainly considered the sustained uplift of plate anchors (Han 

et al., 2016; Han et al., 2021), and the (partially) drained monotonic uplift has mainly 

been studied through FE modelling (Small et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2008). Among the 

few studies, the results are even inconsistent. Small et al. (1998) indicated that the 

drained capacity of a strip anchor is less than the undrained one, but Wang et al. (2008) 

suggested that soil drainage has negligible influence on the anchor capacity for H/B ≤ 

3. Up to present, the anchor behaviour during (partially) drained uplift still needs to be 

explored further. 

2.3 Skirted foundations 

In service, a skirted foundation is under a vertical load form the weight of the 

superstructure. Meanwhile, it is also subject to a horizontal forces and associated 

moments generated by the wind and/or wave acting on the superstructure. Some part of 

the foundation can be subject to uplift if the moment is large compared with the vertical 

load. Early studies about skirted foundations thus mainly focused on their performance 

under such combined loading (Bransby & Randolph, 1999; Bransby & Randolph, 1998; 

Bransby & Yun, 2009; Fu et al., 2018). But a deeper understanding about the uplift 

behaviour of skirted foundations requires more fundamental research about its 

performance under pure tension. The first systematic study on the uniaxial uplift of 

skirted foundation was conducted at the University of Western Australia by centrifuge 

tests (Acosta-Martinez et al., 2012; Acosta-Martinez et al., 2008, 2010; Gourvenec et 
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al., 2009; Mana et al., 2013), where the uplift velocity was kept fast enough to ensure 

undrained condition. The results indicated that the undrained uplift capacity is 

dependent on the foundation embedment and the magnitude of horizontal soil stress 

acting on the skirt. Numerical studies (Hu et al., 1999; Keawsawasvong & Ukritchon, 

2016) suggested that the undrained uplift capacity is also affected by the foundation 

roughness and soil strength heterogeneity. In addition, consolidation and associated 

increase in soil strength is likely to increase the uplift capacity (Chatterjee et al., 2014; 

Fu et al., 2015; Li et al., 2015). 

 

Fig.2-3 Typical force-displacement curves for skirted foundation uplift after Li (2015) 

The studies about (partially) drained uplift of skirted foundations are rare. Chen et al. 

(2012) is the first systematic study on this subject. Centrifuge tests were conducted 

where a skirted foundation was uplifted at varying rates, ranging from drained to 

undrained conditions. Results indicated that the uplift capacity of a skirted foundation 

reduces with decreasing uplift rate. Notably, in drained conditions, the resistance is 

almost zero throughout. This trend was further confirmed by the centrifuge tests of Li 
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et al. (2015), as shown in Fig.2-3. Li (2015) also revealed through PIV tests that the 

decrease in uplift resistance is companied by a change in failure mechanisms. As shown 

in Fig.2-4, in fully undrained conditions, a “reverse end bearing” mechanism occurs 

where the foundation does not separate the underlying soil. In drained conditions, 

however, the foundation immediately separates the soil at the onset of the uplift. There 

is, however, no consensus about at which uplift rate will the undrained or drained 

conditions be reached. 

 

Fig.2-4 Failure mechanisms of skirted foundations in drained and undrained conditions 

In these centrifuge tests, the post-peak net uplift resistance (i.e., excluding the 

foundation weight) always suddenly dropped to zero at a certain uplift distance, no 

matter the uplift rate, as shown in Fig.2-3. This sudden loss of resistance is termed as 

“breakaway”. Please note that “breakaway” here denotes the drastic change of 

resistance rather than the occurrence of detachment. Detachment dost not necessarily 

mean breakaway, because after detachment, the water between the foundation and the 

soil can still provide considerable uplift resistance by generating suction. Breakaway 

corresponds to the moment where the suction starts to dissipate quickly. In general, 

detachment happens earlier than breakaway. Up to present, there is still little 

understanding about breakaway. Centrifuge tests (Acosta-Martinez et al., 2008, 2010; 

Gourvenec et al., 2009) suggested that breakaway is likely affected by the foundation 
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embedment. It was also found that, if a gap is artificially created between the skirt and 

the soil, breakaway will happen earlier. This indicates that breakaway is related to how 

tightly the skirt contacts the soil. PIV tests (Li, 2015) suggested that breakaway is 

affected by uplift rate. According to the PIV observations, Li (2015) speculated that 

breakaway is likely associated with the rapid infiltration of the ambient free water into 

the foundation underside. This hypothesis, however, has not been verified.  

2.4 Numerical modelling techniques 

The current practice in simulating offshore foundation uplift mainly adopts total stress 

analysis and elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive models (Chen et al., 2013; Fu et al., 

2018; Fu et al., 2015; Jalilvand et al., 2022; Mana et al., 2014; Rowe & Davis, 1982a; 

Song et al., 2008; Tho et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2010). The soil-foundation interface is 

assumed to be either fully bonded or fully vented, the latter corresponding to the 

breakaway case (Chen et al., 2013; Jalilvand et al., 2022; Rowe & Davis, 1982a; Song 

et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2010). These assumptions are only 

applicable to undrained conditions. In (partially) drained conditions, the soil strength 

evolves as the soil drains, and the soil-foundation interaction lies between fully bonded 

and fully vented. 

The evolution of soil strength can be captured by constitutive models which allow soil 

hardening or softening, such as the Modified Cam-Clay model (Roscoe & Burland, 

1968; Schofield & Worth, 1968). Such models, however, become problematic at the 

onset of soil tensile rupture which is potentially occurring during (partially) drained 

uplift. Thus, special adjustments to the constitutive model are needed to ensure the 

stability and accuracy of the simulation. 
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The soil-foundation interaction is intricately hydro-mechanical coupled during 

(partially) drained uplift, where the foundation may detach the soil, but with suction 

sustained in between. Experimental results (Li, 2015) further indicated that a 

dependency exists between the uplift rate, the uplift resistance, the suction dissipation 

rate, and soil-foundation separation rate. To realistically capture this, special hydro-

mechanical coupled interfaces are needed. 

There are two ways to construct such an interface. The first one is the so called “thin 

layer” interface, where the interface is simulated as a thin continuum (Desai et al., 1984; 

Mana et al., 2014). The water flow inside the interface is considered obeying Darcy’s 

law and mass conservation. Such interfaces usually require no extra hydraulic 

parameters except for the permeability. But they cannot simulate the rapid infiltration 

of ambient water because of the Darcy’s law limiting the water flow velocity within the 

interface. In addition, the uplift resistance may be affected by the effective mechanical 

stresses inside the interface. The “thin layer” interface was originally proposed to model 

the material inside a rock joint. Attention mainly focused on the behaviour under 

compression and shearing.  

The second way is the so-called “zero-thickness” interface where the interface is 

simulated as a water-filled “gap” with an initial thickness of zero (Cerfontaine et al., 

2015; Ng & Small, 1997; Segura & Carol, 2008a; Segura & Carol, 2008b). The gap 

opens/closes as water flowing into/out of it. The effective mechanical stresses inside 

the interface are zero when the interface is open, while suction can still be sustained. 

Different laws can be employed to describe the water flow inside the interface along 

different directions, enabling it to simulate the rapid ambient water infiltration. 
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However, additional hydraulic parameters are often required by such interfaces besides 

the permeability. 

2.5 Current knowledge gap and contribution of this research 

Above all, the undrained uplift of offshore foundations is generally well understood. 

For anchors, however, it is still unknown that on what condition detachment will occur; 

what parameters control the detachment; and what the influence of uplift rate on the 

uplift behaviour is. These issues will be explored in Chapters 3 and 4. For skirted 

foundations, it is unclear that what the velocities separating drained, partially drained, 

and undrained conditions are; what the cause of breakaway is; and how to predict 

breakaway. These issues will be investigated in Chapter 6. As for numerical simulations 

of offshore foundation uplift, how to correctly model the soil behaviour will be 

discussed in Chapter 3, and how to appropriately reproduce the soil-foundation 

interaction will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 3 A simple approach to predict the undrained 

capacity of plate anchors in clay 

Abstract 

This chapter presents a series of finite element (FE) and upper bound (UB) analyses to 

systematically investigate the factors influencing the undrained capacity of plate 

anchors, including anchor-soil detachment, anchor embedment, external loads 

(surcharge, gravity, and anchor underside suction), and soil strength gradient. Two 

types of anchor-soil interfaces are assumed: (1) non-detachable, and (2) detachable 

where detachment is allowed depending on the soil stress underneath the anchor. A 

detachable anchor corresponds to situations where cavitation happens below the anchor. 

The undrained capacity of a detached anchor can be uniquely determined by three 

dimensionless factors representing the magnitudes of the embedment, external loads, 

and soil strength gradient. The capacity of an attached anchor only depends on the 

embedment and soil strength gradient, and external loads have no influence. A simple 

expression is proposed to quantify the influence of soil strength gradient. A versatile 

approach is proposed to predict the detachment and undrained capacity of plate anchors. 

Keywords: plate anchors, upper bound, uplift capacity, attachment, framework 
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Notation 

a, b, c      Angles in the detached mechanism 

E,       Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the soil 

F      Peak uplift force of the anchor 

H, B, t      Embedment, width, and thickness of the anchor 

k      Soil strength gradient against depth 

L      Width of the finite element model 

Nc      Uplift capacity factor of the anchor 

Nc0      Uplift capacity factor without external loads 

Nc,k=0      Uplift capacity factor in homogeneous soil 

Nc,sum=0     Uplift capacity factor in normally consolidated soil 

N’c     Dimensionless uplift capacity normalised using su0 5 

NA
c      Uplift capacity factor of attached anchors 

ND
c      Uplift capacity factor of detached anchors 

p0      Surcharge at the soil top surface 

s      Suction below anchor 

su      Soil strength 

su0      Soil strength at the anchor underside 

su0 5      Soil strength at 0.5B below the anchor underside 

sum      Soil strength at mudline 

v0, v1, v2, v3     Velocities of the anchor and failure blocks 

x1 ~ x10      Length of sliding surfaces between failure blocks 

      Unit weight of soil 
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1 Introduction 

Plate anchors have been increasingly employed in oil and gas industry due to 

convenient and economic installation (Aubeny & Chi 2010; Blake et al. 2015; Wang et 

al. 2010; Wong et al. 2012). Plate anchor failure during extreme ocean conditions is 

most likely to be undrained as the loading rate is much faster compared to the excess 

pore pressure dissipation in clay seabed (Petruska et al. 2007). This relatively slow 

dissipation rate may prohibit the anchor-soil detachment because negative excess pore 

pressure (suction) generates below the anchor, drawing the underlying soil up, causing 

plastic flow of soil around the anchor. This is the widely known “full flow-around” 

mechanism. But if cavitation happens below the anchor, the suction would be lost, and 

detachment would occur. The capacity of a detached anchor deserves more attention, 

especially for the case of shallow waters (< 50m) and shallow embedment (< 15m), 

where the cavitation pressure becomes reachable in practice.  

There is still no consensus on whether the detachment will occur, and previous 

numerical studies often assume the anchor-soil interface to be either fully bonded (non-

detachable) or fully vented (no suction).  Other cases, where the anchor detaches the 

soil with some suction sustained in between, have not been studied. This scenario will 

be considered in this chapter. The term “non-detachable” and “vented” denote different 

numerical contact settings. The former corresponds to fully bonded (the “tie” technique 

used in Abaqus), where the soil and anchor are forced to be bonded, and the interface 

can model both compression and tension. The latter corresponds to the “hard contact”, 

where the interface only resists penetration, with compression generated within it. If 

the contact stress at the interface reduces to zero, detachment occurs, and tension is not 

allowed build up at the interface. Under large overburden pressure, as will be seen later, 

the contact stress always stays compressive during the uplift, and the detachable 
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interface thus stays always attached. Such phenomenon is also reported in pervious 

literatures (Merifield et al. 2001; Rowe & Davis 1982; Song et al. 2008).  

A series of factors have been identified which can affect the undrained capacity of plate 

anchors (Merifield et al. 2001; Rowe & Davis 1982; Song et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2010), 

such as anchor-soil detachment, anchor embedment, external loads (surcharge at the 

mudline, soil weight, the suction below the anchor), and soil strength gradient. Among 

them, the occurrence of anchor-soil detachment is not fully understood yet, especially 

on what condition attachment will be retained for a detachable anchor. The studies on 

anchor embedment are incomplete. Previous studies indicate that the undrained 

capacity of detachable anchors increase with embedment ratios (H/B, where H is the 

embedment and B the anchor width) up to H/B = 10. No study has considered H/B larger 

than 10. It is still unknown whether the capacity will increase infinitely against 

embedment, or it will become stabilised at a certain embedment. The soil strength 

gradient has mainly been studied numerically (Merifield et al. 2001; Tho et al. 2014), 

and there lacks a formulation to quantify it. Besides, potential couplings among these 

factors have not been considered yet. 

This chapter presents a series of finite element (FE) and upper bound (UB) analyses to 

systematically study the factors affecting the undrained capacity of plate anchors, 

including embedment, surcharge, gravity, anchor-soil detachment, and soil strength 

gradient. Potential couplings among them are also discussed. Then, a simple approach 

is established to predict the undrained capacity of plate anchors, which is validated by 

comparing with FE results. 
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2 Finite element model setup 

As shown in Fig. 3-1, a 2D plane strain half model was established, and total stress 

analyses were performed. The soil domain width is L and the height is L+H, where L = 

10B when H/B ≤ 10 while L = H when H/B > 10. This size had been verified sufficient 

to avoid boundary effects in preparatory studies. The soil bottom was fixed in all 

directions, while two lateral sides were only fixed in horizontal direction. No 

displacement constraint but a surcharge p0 was applied to the soil top surface. The mesh 

was refined around the anchor with the finest mesh size being 0.01B. 

The soil was modelled as a Tresca material with the Poisson’s ration  = 0.49, 

representing undrained condition. Two scenarios were considered: (1) a homogeneous 

soil with su = 50 kPa, representing typical middle stiffness ocean clay; and (2) the soil 

strength increasing linearly with depth according to su= sum +kz, where sum is the 

strength at the mudline and k is the strength gradient. In both cases, the Young’s 

modulus was set as E = 500su0, where su0 is the soil strength at the anchor underside. 

The soil was treated as weightless unless otherwise stated. Soil weight and soil strength 

gradient were assumed mutually independent. 

The anchor was considered as a smooth rigid plate with a thickness t = 0.05B. The 

anchor underside-soil interface was considered as either detachable or non-detachable. 

For the latter, the anchor and soil are fully bonded throughout. For the former, a vented 

interface was used with a pair of tension stress s (i.e., negative pressures with the same 

magnitude but opposite direction) applied to the anchor underside and the underlying 

soil, simulating the suction generated in between. The magnitude of s is treated as a 

known value in the following. How to determine it needs further study but is beyond 

the scope of this study. 
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As summarised in Table.3-1, a total of 213 cases were conducted to study the influence 

of embedment ratio H/B; surcharge p0; gravity ; suction s; and soil strength profile sum 

and k. 

3 FE results 

3.1 Verifications of the FE results 

Fig. 3-2 compares the results with other available results from the literature, where the 

soil is homogeneous and without external loads. For the detachable anchor, the present 

result is very close to other results. As for the non-detachable anchor, the present result 

is almost identical with Song et al. (2008) but is different from Rowe & Davis (1982). 

This is probably because a k-4 criterion was employed to estimate the anchor capacity 

in Rowe & Davis (1982), while in the other two, the anchor capacity was taken as the 

peak uplift resistance. Also note that detachment can significantly decrease the anchor 

capacity. The Nc for non-detachable anchors stabilises at around 3+2 at H/B > 3, but 

the Nc for non-detachable anchors is still below 9 at H/B = 10. 

3.2 Detachable anchors 

3.2.1 Influence of embedment ratio 

The influence of embedment ratio is shown in Fig. 3-3, corresponding to Row 1 in 

Table.3-1. Before H/B ≈ 50, the Nc0,k=0 (the subscript 0 denotes zero external loads, and 

k = 0 means homogeneous soil) keeps increasing with H/B. This relation can be 

approximated as:  

 0, 0 2.423ln 2.164c k

H
N

B
=

 
= + 

 
 (3-1) 

After H/B = 50, Nc0,k=0 becomes a constant value. The FE results showed that before 

and after H/B = 50, the detachment did and did not occur, respectively. Although cases 
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with H/B > 20 may be of limited interest in practice, it is still necessary to extend H/B 

to beyond 50 to know the increase of Nc0,k=0 stops at H/B ≈ 50, making the study 

complete.  

3.2.2 Influence of external loads 

With reference to Rows 3, 4, and 5 in Table. 3-1, the influence of external loads is 

shown in Fig. 3-4, where Nc,k=0 proportionally increases with (s+p0+H)/su with a slope 

of unity until reaching a plateau, since which the anchor-soil detachment no longer 

occurred. 

3.2.3 Influence of soil strength gradient 

With reference to Rows 6 and 2 in Table.3-1, when sum = 0 (representing normally 

consolidated soils), the influence of k is shown in Fig. 3-5, where k ranges from 0.01 

kPa/m to 100 kPa/m but Nc0,sum=0 rarely changes, indicating k has negligible influence 

on the anchor capacity in such soils. As shown in Fig. 3-3, the Nc0,sum=0 increases 

monotonically with H/B but is always below the Nc0,k=0 curve before reaching the 

plateau at H/B ≈ 120, after which the anchor-soil detachment no longer occurred. The 

capacity-embedment relation before H/B ≈ 120 can be approximated as: 

 0, 0 2.335ln 0.427c sum

H
N

B
=

 
= + 

 
 (3-2) 

With reference to Row 7 in Table.3-1, when sum ≠ 0 (representing over consolidated 

soils), the influence of kH/su0 is shown in Fig. 3-6 for H/B = 5 and 10. For each 

embedment ratio, the values of Nc0 at different values of kH/su0 constitute a straight line. 
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3.3 Non-detachable anchors 

3.3.1 Influence of embedment ratio 

With reference to Row 8 in Table.3-1, the influence of embedment ratio is shown in 

Fig. 3-7, where Nc0,k=0 increases with H/B before getting stabilised at around H/B = 3. 

For H/B < 3, Nc0,k=0 can be approximated as: 

 

2

, 0 0.87 4.86 5.14c k

H H
N

B B
=

 
= − + + 

 
 (3-3) 

3.3.2 Influence of external loads 

With reference to Rows 10, 11, and 12 in Table.1, the influence of external loads is 

shown in Fig. 3-8, which indicates that Nc,k=0 is unaffected by the magnitudes of 

surcharge and gravity no matter the embedment. 

3.3.3 Influence of soil strength gradient 

With reference to Rows 13 and 9 in Table.3-1, when sum = 0, the influence of k is shown 

in Fig. 3-9, indicating Nc,sum=0 is not affected by k no matter the embedment. However, 

the capacity-embedment relation is different from in homogeneous soils before H/B = 

3, as indicated by Fig. 3-7. This relation can be approximated as: 

 , 0 1.018 8.525c sum

H
N

B
= = +  (3-4) 

With reference to Row 14 in Table.3-1, when sum ≠ 0, the influence of kH/su0 is shown 

in Fig. 3-10. For H/B ≥ 3, the Nc is almost constant. For H/B < 3, the Nc is significantly 

affected by kH/su0 but with some irregularity. No unified trend can be observed as 

compared with Fig. 3-6. 
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4 Failure mechanisms and UB derivations 

UB analyses were conducted to interpret the FE results above. The failure mechanisms 

adopted for UB analyses are shown in Fig. 3-11 (only the right half is shown due to 

symmetry). The shallow detached and deep attached mechanism are well established in 

previous literatures (Gunn 1980; Rowe 1978), and they agree well with the 

displacement contours of the FE results, shown on the left and right of Fig. 3-12(b), 

respectively. The shallow attached mechanism was proposed based on the FE 

displacement contour shown on the right of Fig. 3-12(a). But because of the large 

quantities of variables involved in this mechanism, its UB analyses were not conducted. 

4.1 Detached mechanism 

When the detachment does occur, the failure mechanisms are almost identical no matter 

the embedment. This mechanism is shown in Fig. 3-11(a). The failure region is divided 

into three sub-regions rigidly translating at corresponding velocities, and there is no 

energy dissipation within them. Thus the internal energy dissipation of the soil is solely 

by the shearing along the sliding surfaces x1 ~ x4 as shown in the figure. Gunn (1980) 

demonstrated such mechanism to be appropriate. In the present study, a suction s acts 

on the anchor underside, a surcharge p0 acts on the mudline, the soil submerged unit 

weight is , and the soil strength varies linearly from sum at the mudline with a gradient 

k. According to the conservation of energy: 

 

( )

0 0
0 01 2 1 1 12 3 2 4

0 5 2 OAB 0 ABC 1 BCDE 2 0

1

2 2 2 2 2

1
sin

2

u uB u uC uB uC uC uEs s s s s s s s
Fv v x v x v x v x

p x v S v S v b S v Bsv

+ + + +
= + + +

+ + + + +

 (3-5) 

where F is the uplift force, su0 the soil strength at anchor underside, suB the soil 

strength at point B, and SOAB the area of the triangle OAB. 
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Making use of the geometric relations in Fig. 3-11(a), Equation (2) can be written as: 
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 (3-6) 

where Nc = F/Bsu0 is the dimensionless uplift capacity factor. 

In Equation (3-6), the angles a, b, and c can be determined by seeking the minimum of 

Nc, and their values depend on s, p0, , H, B, k, and su0. For example, when s = p0 =  = 

k = 0 and H/B = 1, a = 15˚, b = 90˚, and c = 6˚. At H/B = 5, however, a = 67˚, b = 55˚, 

and c = 12˚. After determining a, b, and c, the Nc can thus be determined. 

4.2 Deep attached mechanism 

After H/B = 3, the deep attached mechanism is shown in Fig. 3-11(c). It contains two 

triangles moving rigidly upwards with the anchor and a fan within which the soil 

undergoes continuous shearing and squeezing. Therefore, unlike in the triangles, there 

is energy dissipation within the fan, which is equal to that along the circular boundary 

BC (Chen 2013).  

Considering first a weightless homogeneous soil without surcharge. According to the 

conservation of energy: 

 0 0 0
0

1 3 3
2

2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2
u u u

v v vB B B
FBv s s s

 
= + +  (3-7) 
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where the first term on the right-hand side is the energy dissipation along the two 

triangle-fan sliding surfaces (AB and AC), the second term is that along the circular 

boundary (BC), and the last term is the internal dissipation within the fan.  

Equation (3-7) yields Nc = 3 + 2, which is the widely accepted UB for deeply 

embedded anchors (Rowe 1978). Although this value was derived based on a weightless 

homogeneous soil without surcharge, it can be expected that surcharge does not affect 

this value because the deep attached mechanism is contained locally, and surcharge 

does no work due to zero displacement at the mudline. Further, because the failure 

mechanism is symmetric while the gravity and soil strength are antisymmetric about 

the anchor, their influences on the upper part of the failure region can be completely 

canceled by that on the lower part. Therefore, gravity and soil strength gradient also do 

not alter this value. This conclusion is in line with the FE results above, and is further 

supported by the FE results in previous literatures (Rowe & Davis 1982; Song et al. 

2008; Wang et al. 2010). 

5 FE results interpretation by UB analyses 

5.1 Verifications of the UB results 

The UBs for the detached mechanism and the deep attached mechanism are compared 

with previous literatures in Fig. 3-2, where the soil is homogeneous and without 

external loads. The present UB results based on the detached mechanism agree well 

with the current and previous numerical results for detachable anchors before H/B < 3. 

At deeper embedment, however, the UB mechanism tends to overestimate the results. 

The present UB capacity based on the deep attached mechanism is slightly lower than 

the numerical one for non-detachable anchors. This was considered mainly due to the 

influence of anchor thickness, which is a finite value in the FE model but infinitesimal 
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in the UB analyses. This difference is ignored in the following because Fig. 3-2 

indicates it is minor. 

5.2 Detached mechanism 

5.2.1 Influence of embedment ratio 

Setting s, p0, , and k to 0 in Equation (3-6), the sole effect of embedment ratio can be 

shown, which is: 
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=
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= + −

+ + − +
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 (3-8) 

The last 4 terms on the right-hand side of Equation (3-8) represent the geometric 

distribution of sliding surfaces, and the first term includes the influence of embedment 

ratio. It indicates that Nc0,k=0 increases monotonically with H/B. From the UB viewpoint, 

this is because the larger the H/B, the longer the sliding surfaces, and the higher the 

energy dissipation along it, so that larger uplift force is needed to overcome this. This 

explains why the Nc0,k=0 increases monotonically in Fig. 3-3 before triggering an 

attached mechanism. 

5.2.2 Influence of external loads 

Setting k = 0 in Equation (3-6) to exclude the effect of soil strength gradient and 

combining Equation (3-8), it simplifies to: 

 0
, 0 0, 0c k c k

u

s p H
N N

s


= =

+ +
= +  (3-9) 

Equation (3-9) confirms that the magnitude of (s+p0+H)/su can be directly added on 

Nc0,k=0, as indicated by the FE results in Fig. 3-4. 
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5.2.3 Influence of soil strength gradient 

The influence of k when sum = 0 can be explained by setting all factors except for k and 

H/B to 0 in Equation (3-6). Making use of the relation su0 = kH, it becomes:
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 (3-10) 

k does not appear in Equation (3-10), and the only variable appears is H/B, indicating 

Nc0,sum=0 is solely determined by H/B in normally consolidated soils, independent of k, 

confirming the results in Fig. 3-5. Besides, Equation (3-10) also confirms that, as long 

as k is non-zero, Nc0,sum=0 is always smaller than Nc0,k=0 at a same H/B as shown in Fig. 

3-3, due to the negative sign before the last term on the right hand side in Equation 

(3-10). Physically, it can be understood as the soil above the anchor in a normally 

consolidated soils being weaker than su0, leading to decrease in uplift capacity. 

When sum ≠ 0, there is some coupling between k and H/B. It was found, however, that 

a soil with non-zero sum and k can be decomposed into a homogeneous one (k = 0) plus 

a normally consolidated one (sum = 0 but k ≠ 0), i.e., submitting Equations (3-8)  and 

(3-10) into (3-6), which yields: 

 ( )0 0, 0 0, 0 0, 0

0

c c k c sum c k

u

kH
N N N N

s
= = == + −  (3-11) 

Equation (3-11) confirms the linearity shown in Fig. 3-6, and it implies that Nc0,sum=0 ≤ 

Nc0 ≤ Nc0,k=0, because kH/su0 ranges from 0 to 1. 
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5.2.4 Uplift capacity in detached mechanisms 

Above analyses indicate that the anchor capacity in a detached mechanisms can be 

uniquely determined by three dimensionless factors: H/B, (s+p0+H)/su0, and kH/su0, 

according to 

 ( ) 0
0, 0 0, 0 0, 0

0 0

c c k c sum c k

u u

s p HkH
N N N N

s s


= = =

+ +
= + − +  (3-12) 

5.3 Attached mechanism 

The FE results indicate that, when a deep attached mechanism occurs, the anchor 

capacity is almost a constant, not affected by embedment, external loads, and soil 

strength gradient. This is confirmed by the UB analyses above. 

When a shallow attached mechanism is triggered, the FE results indicate that the anchor 

capacity is affected by H/B and kH/su0, and there seems to be a coupling between the 

two factors so that the linearity observed in detached mechanisms, indicated by 

Equation (3-11), is not applicable in the attached case. A possible reason is that su0 may 

not be a good choice to normalise the uplift capacity in this case. Indeed, for the 

detached mechanism, su0 lies at the bottom of the failure zone, thus representing the 

maximum su in this region. For the deep attached mechanism, su0 lies in the middle of 

the failure region, thus representing an average su of the whole region. However, for 

the shallow attached mechanism, the location of su0 is not representative. 

In this regard, the su value at the bottom of the failure region (roughly 0.5B below the 

anchor, as indicated by the FE results), su0.5, was used to re-normalise the uplift capacity 

of the shallow attached mechanism. As shown in Fig. 3-10, by using su0.5, Equation 

(3-11) is approximately retained, with the values of Nc at different values of kH/su0 

constitute a straight line. 
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Above analyses indicate that, when a deep attached mechanism occurs, the uplift 

capacity factor is constant and about 3 + 2, and unaffected by surcharge, gravity, or 

soil strength gradient (ignoring anchor thickness). For shallow attached mechanisms, 

the uplift capacity is only affected by H/B and kH/su0, and at a given H/B, it can be 

calculated as: 

 ( ), 0 , 0 , 0

0

' ' ' 'c c k c sum c k

u

kH
N N N N

s
= = == + −  (3-13) 

where N ’c = Fmax/Bsu0.5, and su0.5 is the soil strength at 0.5B below the anchor. 

According to the definitions, Nc and N ’c are related by: 
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In homogeneous soil, k = 0 and thus N ’c = Nc. In normally consolidated soil, sum = 0, 

kH = su0, and thus N ’c = 2HNc/(2H+B). Subjecting these relations into Equation (3-13), 

it becomes: 

 
, 0 , 0 , 0

0 0

2
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2 2
c c k c sum c k

u u

kH B kH H
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s H s H B
= = =

    
= + + −    

+    
 (3-15) 

5.4 Transition between detached and attached mechanisms 

The condition for detachment is similar to problems such as the stability of a retaining 

wall. The occurrence of detachment depends on the stability of the soil below the anchor. 

If the stability can be sustained without the support of anchor (soil remains in elastic 

state after separation), detachment will occur. Otherwise, the soil will flow plastically, 

collapsing onto the anchor, and detachment would be impossible. 
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Determining the precise condition for detachment from the above perspective, however, 

is difficult. Alternatively, the detachment condition can be determined from the 

perspective of energy. As indicated earlier (e.g., in Fig. 3-3 and Fig. 3-4), attached 

mechanism is always triggered at large H/B or (p0+H+s)/su0, and this transition always 

happens when ND
c = NA

c, where ND
c is the capacity based on a detached mechanism 

while NA
c is the capacity based on an attached mechanism. This is demonstrated in Fig. 

3-12 which compares the failure mechanisms of two detachable anchors with ND
c < NA

c 

and ND
c = NA

c, respectively. From the perspective of energy, this is because Nc 

represents the total energy dissipation of a failure mechanism, and the mechanism with 

the lowest energy dissipation will occur in reality. When the ND
c exceeds NA

c, an 

attached mechanism will occur. Otherwise, a detached mechanism will occur. 

Therefore, capacity can be an indicator for detachment. Same as the UB process, the 

mechanism generating the minimal capacity is the real one. 

6 An approach to predict anchor capacity and detachment 

6.1 Prediction approach 

Based on above analyses, a simple approach can be established to determine the 

undrained capacity of plate anchors, with three dimensionless parameters as input: H/B, 

(p0+H+s)/su0, and kH/su0. 

Step 1:  assume an attached mechanism and calculate the corresponding uplift capacity 

NA
c, where the superscript ‘A’ denotes attachment. If H/B ≥ 3, NA

c = 3 +2. Otherwise, 

NA
c can be determined by the following procedures. 

1. Based on H/B, determining NA
c,k=0 according to Equation (3-3); 

2. Based on H/B, determining NA
c,sum=0 according to Equation (3-4); 

3. Based on kH/su0, determining NA
c according to Equation (3-15). 
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Step 2: assume a detached mechanism and calculate the corresponding uplift capacity 

ND
c, where the superscript ‘D’ denotes detachment. 

1. Based on H/B, determining ND
c0,k=0 according to Equation (3-1); 

2. Based on H/B, determining ND
c0,sum=0 according to Equation (3-2); 

3. Based on kH/su0 and (p0+H+s)/su0, determining ND
c according to Equation 

(3-12). 

Step 3: compare the magnitudes of NA
c and ND

c. If ND
c < NA

c, then a detached 

mechanism will occur and Nc = ND
c. Otherwise, an attached mechanism will occur and 

Nc = NA
c. If N

A
c is below 3 +2, it is a shallow attached mechanism, otherwise it is a 

deep attached mechanism. 

For non-detachable anchors, its capacity can be directly calculated form the first step. 

6.2 Application examples 

As listed in Table.3-2, six calculation examples are given to demonstrate the 

effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed approach by comparing with FE results. In 

all cases, the anchor is assumed detachable. Five dimensionless parameters are used as 

inputs: H/B, p0/su0, H /su0, s/su0, and kH/su0.  Among them, the value of suction s is 

given artificially. To determine the real value of suction in undrained conditions needs 

additional research and is beyond the scope of this study. It can be seen that very good 

agreement is reached between the predictions and the FE results.  

As a typical application, Fig. 3-13 shows the critical embedment beyond which an 

attached mechanism occurs in homogeneous and normally consolidated soils, 

respectively, at different (p0+H+s)/su0, using the proposed method. At a given kH/su0 

(e.g., k = 0), a point above this curve means attachment will occur, while points below 
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this curve mean detachment will occur. For other values of kH/su0, the critical 

embedment can be interpolated from the two curves in the figure. 

7 Concluding remarks 

A series of FE and UB analyses were conducted to study the undrained capacity of plate 

anchors in clay. The influence of embedment, surcharge, gravity, suction, anchor-soil 

detachability, and soil strength gradient were investigated, and the potential coupling 

among them was discussed. 

FE results and UB interpretations indicate that a detachable anchor can trigger an 

attached mechanism, and the corresponding condition has been quantified. For 

detached anchors, its uplift capacity can be uniquely determined by three dimensionless 

parameters: H/B, (p0+H+s)/su0, and kH/su0. For attached anchors, its uplift capacity 

only depends on H/B and kH/su0, and (p0+H+s)/su0 has no influence. For both detached 

and attached mechanisms, the influence of soil strength gradient kH/su0 can be 

quantified by a very simple theoretical equation. A simple approach was established to 

predict the detachment and undrained capacity of plate anchors, covering all possible 

situations. This approach was demonstrated effective and accurate by comparing with 

FE results. 
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Table 3-1. Summary of numerical cases 

Note: in the ‘Type’ column, ‘D’ and ‘N’ denote detachable and non-detached anchors, respectively 

 

 

Table 3-2. Calculation examples for the application of the proposed framework 

Input parameters 
Predictions by 

framework 
FE results 

H/B p0/su0 H/su0 s/su0 kH/su0 Nc Type Nc Type 

10 0 0 0 0.2 7.385 D 7.418 D 

10 0 4 0 0.5 10.768 D 10.852 D 

10 3 0 0 0.8 9.151 D 9.201 D 

5 0 0 0 0.5 5.073 D 5.113 D 

2 0 0 0 0.5 2.876 D 2.869 D 

5 6 0 2 0.8 11.42 A 11.544 A 
Note: in the ‘Type’ column, ‘A’ and ‘D’ denote attached and detached mechanisms, respectively 

  

Type H/B p0/su0 kH/su0 s/su0 kH/su0 k (kPa/m) 
Row 

number 

D 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,15,

20,30,40,50,60,70,80 
0 0 0 0 0 1 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,15,

20,30,40,50,60,70,80,9

0,100,110,120,130 

0 0 0 1 1 2 

5,10 

0,1,2,3,4,5,6,

7,8,9 
0 0 0 0 3 

0 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,

8,9 
0 0 0 4 

0 0 
1,2,3,4,5,6,

7,8,9 
0 0 5 

0 0 0 1 
0.01,0.1,1,

10,100 
6 

0 0 0 
0,0.2,0.4,0.

6,0.8,1 
1 7 

N 

0.5,1,1.5,2,2.5,3,4,5,6,

7,8,9,10 

0 0 0 0 0 8 

0 0 0 1 1 9 

1,2,5 

0,1,2,3,4,5 0 0 0 0 10 

0 0,1,2,3,4,5 0 0 0 11 

0 0 0,1,2,3,4,5 0 0 12 

0 0 0 1 
0.01,0.1,1,

10,100 
13 

0 0 0 
0,0.2,0.4,0.

6,0.8,1 
1 14 
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Fig. 3-1 Set-up and mesh of the finite element model 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3-2 Comparison of FE and UB results with previous numerical and experimental data 
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Fig. 3-3 The influence of embedment ratio on the uplift capacity of detachable anchors 

 

 
(a) The influence of surcharge 
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(b) The influence of gravity 

 

 
(c) The influence of anchor underside suction 

Fig. 3-4 The influence of external loads on the uplift capacity of detachable anchors 
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Fig. 3-5 The influence of k on the uplift capacity of detachable anchors 

 

 
Fig. 3-6 The influence of soil strength gradient hierarchy on the uplift capacity of detachable 

anchors 
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Fig. 3-7 The influence of embedment ratio on the uplift capacity of non-detachable anchors 

 

 
(a) The influence of surcharge 
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(b) The influence of gravity 

Fig. 3-8 The influence of external loads on the uplift capacity of non-detachable anchors 

 

 
Fig. 3-9 The influence of k on the uplift capacity of non-detachable anchors 
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Fig. 3-10 The influence of soil strength gradient hierarchy on the uplift capacity of non-

detachable anchors 

 

 
(a) Detached mechanism 
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(b) Shallow attached mechanism 

 

 
(c) Deep attached mechanism 

Fig. 3-11 Different types of failure mechanisms 

 

 
(a) H/B = 1 
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(b) H/B = 5 

 Fig. 3-12 Displacement contours of detachable anchors with different embedment ratios and 

capacities 

 

 
Fig. 3-13 The critical conditions for attachment transition of detachable anchors 
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Chapter 4 Numerical investigations into the influence 

of uplift rate on the uplift behaviour of plate anchors 

in clay 

Abstract 

Uplift rate can significantly affect the uplift behaviour and capacity of plate anchors. 

This paper presents a systematic finite element investigation into rate effect during plate 

anchor uplift in clay, with a focus on the influence of soil drainage.  After validating 

the proposed method, anchor uplift is simulated at different embedment and uplift rates, 

spanning from drained, partially drained to fully undrained conditions. The influence 

of uplift rate on the force-displacement relations and failure mechanisms is discussed 

and quantified, and the threshold rates to differentiate drained, partially drained, and 

undrained conditions are quantified. Anchor penetration is also modelled at a specific 

embedment, and results indicate that the uplift and penetration are only identical in 

undrained conditions. They distinctly differ in the failure mechanisms and the 

magnitude of the suction generated around the anchor for other scenarios. 

Keywords: plate anchors, uplift capacity, rate effect, uplift constitutive model 
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Notation 

f      Yield surface 

p’      Mean effective stress 

q      Deviatoric stress 

a0      Yield surface size 

b0      No-softening surface size 

,      Slopes of the isotropic consolidation line and swelling line 

v, v
p      Total and plastic volumetric strians 

u      Excess pore pressure 

w      Unit weight of water 

k      Soil permeability 

su      Soil undrained strength 

su0      Soil undrained strength at anchor underside 

’v0      Initial effective vertical stress 

v, V      Uplift rate and dimensionless uplift rate 

cv      Coefficient of consolidation 

B      Anchor width 

H      Anchor embedment 

F, Fmax      Uplift force and peak uplift force 

Nc      Uplift capacity factor 
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1 Introduction 

Plate anchors have been increasingly employed in oil and gas industry due to 

convenient and economic installation (Aubeny & Chi 2010; Wang et al. 2010; Wong et 

al. 2012). Under the tensile forces from the superstructures, positive and negative 

excess pore pressures may generate above and below the anchor, respectively. Loading 

rate significantly affects the uplift capacity, as it is related to the generation and 

dissipation of excess pore pressures. Loading rate can also change the soil strength due 

to the soil viscosity. It has been extensively reported that undrained soil strength 

increases against loading rate by 5% ~ 20% per log cycle due to viscosity (Biscontin & 

Pestana 2001; Dayal & Allen 1975; Einav & Randolph 2005; Graham et al. 1983), but 

the influence from soil drainage on the bearing capacity is relatively less understood. 

Thus, the viscous effect is ignored in this study, and the term “rate effect” denotes solely 

to the influence of soil drainage in the following. 

This rate effect has been widely demonstrated by extensive penetration experiments 

such as CPT (Chow et al. 2020; Kim et al. 2008; Lehane et al. 2009; Oliveira et al. 2011; 

Randolph & Hope 2004) and T-bar (Chow et al. 2020; Chung et al. 2006). According 

to these tests, three types of loading can be categorised according to the loading rate: 

(1) undrained loading at fast rates where capacity is the low because the generation of 

excess pore pressure prevents the increases of soil effective stress and the pore pressure 

has no time to dissipate; (2) partially drained loading where capacity increases as 

loading rate decreases, due to the partial dissipation of pore pressure allowing soil 

effective stresses to increase; and (3) drained loading at slow rates where capacity 

increases significantly, because no excess pore pressure is accumulated in this condition, 

and soil effective stresses increases (i.e. consolidates)during loading. 
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Previous studies on plate anchor uplift mainly considered undrained conditions (Chen 

et al. 2013; Das et al. 1985a; Das & Puri 1989; Das et al. 1985b; Merifield et al. 2001; 

Rowe & Davis 1982; Song et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2011). There is a lack of systematic 

study on the rate effect during plate anchor uplift. The relative magnitude of anchor 

drained capacity to undrained one is yet to be well understood, i.e. how this magnitude 

is affected by factors such as anchor embedment is unclear, and whether the uplift 

behaviour is identical with the penetration behaviour is also not fully answered. 

Although some studies have concerned the rate effect during shallow foundation uplift 

(Chen et al. 2012; Lehane et al. 2008; Li 2015), they differ from the anchor uplift in 

that shallow foundations are not buried, and thus its uplift capacity only depends on the 

dissipation of the suction (negative excess pore pressure) below the foundation. In 

contrast, the anchor uplift capacity features a competition between the consolidation of 

the soil above the anchor and the decline due to the suction dissipation below it. A 

deeper understanding about the rate effect during plate anchor uplift is especially 

required in scenarios such as the retrieval of plate anchors, where optimisations about 

the retrieval rate need to be conducted to decided how to retrieve the anchor most 

economically. 

This paper presents a systematic study on the rate effect during plate anchor uplift using 

finite element (FE) simulations. Some numerical difficulties in simulating (partially) 

drained anchor uplift are first discussed, and a method to address these issues is then 

proposed. After validating the proposed method, anchor uplift at different embedment 

and rates is simulated. The rate effect and how it is affected by embedment are discussed 

and quantified. Finally, anchor penetration is simulated at a specific embedment to 

indicate the similarities and differences between uplift and penetration. 
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2 Constitutive modelling for uplifting problems 

2.1 Modified Cam Clay model and coupled analysis 

The Modified Cam Clay (MCC) model is appropriate to describe the behaviours of clay 

(Roscoe & Burland 1968; Schofield & Worth 1968). The yield surface of MCC model 

is shown in Fig. 4-1, and it can be expressed as: 

 ( )2 2

0' ' 0f q M p a p= − − =    (4-1) 

where p’ is the effective mean stress, q the deviatoric stress, M the slope of the critical 

state line, and a0 the p’ value at the vertex of the yield surface. 

The size of the yield surface is characterised by the magnitude of a0, which evolves 

with plastic volumetric strain increments according to: 

 
( ) 0

0

1
p

V

e a
a 

 

+
=

−
 (4-2) 

where e is the void ratio,  and  the slopes of the virgin consolidation line and the 

unloading-reloading line, respectively, and v
p the plastic volumetric strain. 

To consider pore pressures, MCC needs to be combined with mass conservation to 

enable coupled analysis. The basic idea of this coupling is mass conservation: the 

volumetric change of a soil element should equal the volume of the water flowing into 

the element minus that flowing out of it, assuming the water to be incompressible. 

Using Darcy’s law, this coupling can be expressed as: 
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where v is the volumetric strain, t the physical time, k the soil permeability, assumed 

homogeneous at all directions, w the unit weight of water, u the excess pore pressure, 

and x, y, z the three orthometric directions of the space. 

2.2 Numerical difficulties in uplift simulations 

As shown in Fig. 4-2, some soil elements (marked in red) are subject to tension during 

uplift. After a short uplift distance, the yield surface size a0 of these elements reduces 

to zero (i.e., tensile rupture occurs), leading to divergence (called tensile problem in the 

following). This is the main obstacle in simulating (partially) drained anchor uplift, but 

it is not a problem in near-undrained conditions because the generation of suction 

prevents softening of the yield surface. 

As indicated in Fig. 4-2, the tensile problem beside the anchor is unavoidable whatever 

the anchor-soil interface settings (detachable or attached, smooth or rough). Although 

the tensile problem below the anchor can be avoided by allowing detachment, this 

brings another problem: the suction below the anchor cannot be correctly simulated, 

because for most structure-soil contacts (such as the widely employed “hard contact”), 

the suction at the anchor-soil interface is not acting on the anchor as long as they are 

separate, and the anchor becomes “vented” even in undrained conditions where huge 

suction is generated within the anchor-soil interface. 

In order to properly model the suction below the anchor, an attached interface is 

preferable. This requires the tensile problem of soil to be addressed. 

2.3 Solution to the tensile problem 

As shown in Fig. 4-1, a no-softening surface can be defined to solve the tensile problem. 

Hardening on this surface is allowed but softening is prevented. Stress points which 

tend to soften on this surface behave perfect plastic-like, sliding along the surface. The 
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shape of this surface is the same as MCC yield surface, while its size b0 is small so that 

it poses negligible influence on the soil behaviour. Some preparatory studies by the 

authors found that b0 = 0.1 ~ 1 kPa seems small enough to ensure accuracy for normally 

consolidated soils. 

In some cases, the definition of a no-softening surface alone is not enough, as stress 

points on this surface can still move along it towards the origin, resulting in zero 

effective stresses and thus numerical instability. A remedy is to shift the yield surface 

and the no-softening surface slightly rightwards so that it does not pass the origin. 

Preparatory studies indicate a slight shift of 1×10-5 kPa rightwards is able to ensure 

stability. Numerical triaxial tests were performed using traditional MCC and the 

proposed method. The results are identical, indicating the modifications proposed 

above do not affect the performance of MCC model. 

3 Model setup and verifications 

3.1 Model setup 

The FE model is shown in Fig. 4-3. Only half model was established due to symmetry. 

The anchor was modelled as a rigid plate. It has a width B = 1 m and a thickness t = 

0.05 m. The anchor embedment ratio H/B was set to 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, where H is the 

anchor embedment. The soil was modelled by the proposed method. MCC parameters 

for commercially available kaolin (Stewart 1992) was employed, as listed in Table.4-1. 

The no-softening surface size b0 was set to 1 kPa. The width of the soil domain was 5B, 

and the distance from the anchor to the soil bottom was 5B. This size had been 

demonstrated enough to avoid boundary effects (Song et al. 2008). The two sides of the 

soil domain were roller-supported while the bottom was fixed. The soil top surface was 

set as free draining, while other boundaries were considered impermeable. Attached 
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anchor-soil interface was used. Meshes around the anchor was refined. The finest mesh 

size was 0.01B, and further reducing this size did not improve the accuracy. 

The submerged unit weight of the soil was set to 6 kN/m3, and the same submerged 

weight was applied to the anchor to cancel the buoyancy effect. A surcharge of 1 kPa 

was applied to the soil top surface to avoid zero mean effective stresses at this location. 

According to Wroth (1984), the undrained soil strength su can be calculated as: 
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0

sin 1
' 0.29 1.74  (kPa)

23
u v

a
s z

a






 +
=  + 

 
 (4-4) 

where  ’v0 is the effective vertical stress,  ’ the submerged unit weight of the soil,  = 

(-)/, and a = (3-sin)/(6-4sin). 

The widely adopted dimensionless velocity V = vB/cv (Finnie & Randolph 1994) was 

employed to normalise the uplift rate, where v is the physical uplift velocity and cv = 

k(1+e0)v'/w is the coefficient of consolidation of the soil, k the soil permeability, e0 

the initial void ratio, 'v the effective vertical stress of the soil. Finnie & Randolph 

(1994) indicated that V = 0.1 and 30 approximately differentiate drained, partially 

drained, and undrained conditions. Thus, the uplift was simulated by displacing the 

anchor 0.5B at V = 0.03, 0.3, 3, 30, 300, respectively, covering 5 orders of magnitude 

and therefore the entire range from drained to undrained conditions. The simulation at 

V = 0.003 has also been conducted at H/B = 1 and 5. The results are almost identical 

with V = 0.03 ones thus is not shown in the following. This indicates that a quasi-

drained condition has been reached at V = 0.03. 
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In the following, the resistance is normalised as F/Bsu0, where F is the uplift force, B 

the anchor width, su0 the undrained soil strength at the anchor initial depth. The uplift 

displacement is normalised as w/B, where w is the physical displacement. 

3.2 Verifications of the proposed method 

Because most literatures only consider the undrained capacity of plate anchors, the 

calculated peak uplift resistance Nc = Fmax/Bsu0 at V = 300 were first compared with 

Chapter 3, where Tresca model and total stress analysis were used to study the 

undrained resistance of attached anchors in non-homogeneous soils. As shown in Fig. 

4-4, the current results are very close to that calculated from the framework established 

in Chapter 3. Besides, at H/B > 3, previous FE studies indicated that Nc ≈ 11.62 for t/B 

= 0.05 (Elkhatib & Randolph 2005; Song et al. 2008). This value is slightly lower than 

the present result, which is 11.9, and is slightly higher than the upper bound for an 

infinitely thin anchor, which is 3 + 2 (Rowe 1978). The minor difference against 

previous FE results was considered because this study conducted coupled analysis 

using MCC rather than total stress analysis using Tresca as in previous literatures. The 

divergence from the upper bound is also due to the difference in anchor thickness. 

To verify the results for (partially) drained uplift, the present results were compared 

with the results from Abaqus built-in MCC constitutive model (called Abaqus results 

in the following) which does not account for the proposed no-softening surface. The 

H/B was set to 5. As shown in Fig. 4-5, in near-undrained conditions, the two results 

match well. In (partially) drained conditions, however, the Abaqus results stop at an 

early stage, due to the tensile problem. The present results overlap the Abaqus results 

and successfully reach the designated displacement. This demonstrates that the 
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proposed method is able to address the tensile problem and keep accuracy at the same 

time. 

The evolutions of the vertical effective stress  ’y, mean effective stress p, deviatoric 

stress q, and excess pore pressure u in the element below the anchor centre at H/B = 5 

and V = 0.03 are shown in Fig. 4-6. Some suction is sustained below the anchor 

throughout, and this cannot be realised by a detachable interface. In contrast, after 0.1 

m displacement, the  ’y, p, and q reduce to almost zero, meaning the soil and the anchor 

has nominally “lost mechanical contact” although they are attached throughout. This 

indicates that detachment can be well modelled by the proposed method. Note that 

detachment is different from the “breakaway” as observed in shallow foundation uplift. 

The latter means a loss of both effective stresses and suction between the anchor and 

the soil, while the former only means loss of effective stresses. 

4 Results and discussions 

4.1 Failure mechanisms 

Three failure mechanisms were observed, and their maximum principal strain contours 

are shown in Fig. 4-7, where darker colour means larger strain. (1) Tensile-detach 

mechanism at V = 0.03, where large strain can be observed at the anchor underside, 

indicating large vertical elongation of the soil elements there. This is because, in drained 

conditions, the suction generated at the anchor underside is negligible and not sufficient 

to drag the soil up, so the lower edge of the soil elements did not move while the upper 

edges moved up with the anchor, indicating the anchor “detached” the soil. This 

detachment is confirmed by Fig. 4-8 where the anchor-soil effective contact stress  ’v 

reduces to zero for the V = 0.03 curve at around w/B = 0.1, accompanied by the 

generation of a little suction.  (2) Shear-detach mechanism at V = 0.3. The magnitude 
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of the strain below the anchor reduces as compared with the tensile-detach mechanism, 

because larger suction was sustained in this mechanism, partially dragging the soil up 

and mitigating the soil element elongation. However, detachment also occurred at 

around w/B = 0.1, as indicated by Fig. 4-8. Meanwhile, a shear band was formed below 

the anchor due to the soil move-up. (3) Attached mechanism at V ≥ 3. In this mechanism, 

no strain was observed below the anchor, because large suction was generated to 

prevent the loss of the anchor-soil effective contact stress  ’v as indicated in Fig. 4-8. 

Thus, attachment was retained, and the soil elements below the anchor translated 

vertically rather than elongating. The huge suction renders the soil into yielding, 

flowing plastically around the anchor to look for a path of least energy dissipation 

compared with extending the failure surface to mudline. Thus, this mechanism is also 

widely termed as “full flow-around” mechanism. 

4.2 Uplift resistance 

The normalised uplift resistance-displacement curves at H/B = 1 ~ 5 are shown in Fig. 

4-9. For all embedment ratios concerned, the V = 0.3 cases diverged before reaching 

the designated displacement. This was considered because some soil elements were 

subjected to severe distortion due to the formation of the shear band as shown in Fig. 

4-7(b). The excessive element distortion in shear band is an inherent issue with small 

strain analysis. Large deformation techniques are needed to address it. 

Fig. 4-9 indicates that, in near-drained conditions (V = 0.03), the uplift resistance is 

significantly affected by H/B. First, larger uplift distance is required to reach the peak 

drained resistance at higher H/B. For example, at H/B = 1 and 2, the V = 0.03 curves 

reach peak resistance at around w/B = 0.1 and 0.35, respectively. At H/B ≥ 3, however, 

peak resistance is not reached within w/B = 0.5. By comparison, the peak resistance for 
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V ≥ 3 is reached within w/B = 0.1 no matter the embedment. Second, at the same uplift 

distance, the deeper the embedment, the larger the resistance. For example, the 

resistances for V = 0.03 at w/B = 0.5 are 59.4%, 70%, 80.6%, 91.3%, and 97.4% of their 

V = 300 counterparts, from H/B = 1 to 5, respectively. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 4-4, 

H/B only affects the undrained capacity before H/B = 3. After it, the capacity becomes 

constant because the same flow-around mechanism is triggered, as shown in Fig. 4-7(c). 

For all embedment ratios concerned, the V = 3 curves show significant post-peak 

softening. This was considered due to the dissipation of the suction below the anchor, 

as observed in Fig. 4-8. This softening is mitigated at V = 30 and almost diminishes at 

V = 300, because the suction relatively has less time to dissipate at higher rates, 

preventing the softening. 

4.3 Stress paths 

The stress paths at three representative locations (top centre, side, and bottom centre of 

the anchor) at H/B = 5 are shown in Fig. 4-10. At the anchor top centre (Fig. 4-10a), the 

V ≤ 3 curves exhibit hardening, while the V ≥ 30 curves show unloading into the initial 

yield surface. This partly explains why the mobilisation of near-drained capacity is 

slower than of the near-undrained capacity, considering consolidation is much slower 

than elastic deformation. At the anchor side, all curves first follow a stress path similar 

to undrained triaxial compression to reach the critical state line (CSL). Afterwards, V = 

0.03 exhibits monotonic softening along the CSL, and the V = 0.3 ~ 30 curves first 

exhibit hardening and then softening along the CSL. During the softening process, the 

yield surface size shrinks continuously, until stabilised at the proposed no-softening 

surface. Without this surface, the yield surface size can become zero or negative, 

causing severe numerical instability. While for the V = 300 curve, it exhibits monotonic 
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hardening along the CSL, and the tensile problem is not likely to occur. At the anchor 

bottom centre, the V ≥ 30 curves only show unloading. The others also exhibit the same 

unloading at first. But at a certain point, they are re-loaded to reach the yield surface, 

and then soften continuously, until reaching the no-softening surface. These stress paths 

demonstrate the necessity of the proposed no-softening surface. 

5 Comparison between uplift and penetration 

The failure mechanisms for the penetration of the same anchor at H/B = 5 are shown in 

Fig. 4-11. At V ≥ 3, in undrained conditions, the failure mechanism is similar to its 

uplift counterpart. At slower rates, however, it is distinctly different from in uplift. In 

drained penetration V = 0.03, a shear band forms above the anchor, and the self-weight 

of the soil wedge above the anchor was partly supported by the anchor. The evidence 

is shown in Fig. 4-12, where the excess pore pressure above the anchor is positive 

during penetration at V = 0.03, and the effective contact stress does not reduce to zero, 

suggesting attachment was retained during penetration. In contrast, in drained uplift, a 

tensile-detach mechanism occurs. This difference was considered due to gravity, 

because gravity facilitates soil falling onto the anchor top during penetration, but 

facilitates soil separating the anchor bottom during uplift. It is unknown whether soil 

strength heterogeneity also contributes to this difference. 

In partially drained loading V = 0.3, shear band forms in both uplift and penetration. 

But in uplift, “detachment” is triggered and retained. In penetration, “detachment” also 

occurs but is followed by re-contact. The “detachment” in penetration only happens 

around the anchor centre, as demonstrated in Fig. 4-12(a) where the effect contact stress 

at the anchor top centre reduces to zero for V = 0.3, accompanied by the generation of 

some suction. Afterwards, however, the suction above the anchor turns into positive 
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and the effective contact stress between the anchor and the soil slightly increases, 

indicating the anchor and the soil were contacted again. By comparison, attachment is 

retained around the anchor corner, as shown in Fig. 4-12(b) where the excess pore 

pressure and effective contact stress are both positive. It can be noted that, as the soil 

around anchor centre re-contacting the anchor, the effective contact stress around 

anchor corner increases significantly.  

The normalised force-displacement curves are shown in Fig. 4-13. Comparing with Fig. 

4-9, it is clear that the force-displacement relations for uplift and penetration are only 

the same in near-undrained and undrained conditions due to the triggering of the same 

failure mechanism. In other situations, they are different in two aspects. 

First, in near-drained conditions, the mobilisation of the penetration resistance is faster 

than of the uplift resistance. For example, the penetration resistance at V = 0.03 exceeds 

its V = 300 counterpart at around w/B = 0.25, while the uplift resistance at V = 0.03 is 

only able to catch up the V = 300 one at w/B = 0.5.  

Second, the V = 3 curve shows hardening in penetration rather than softening as in uplift. 

This is likely due to gravity affecting the magnitude of suction, as can be explained as 

follows. At V = 3, no detachment occurs, and thus both negative and positive excess 

pore pressures are generated around the anchor but gradually dissipate because this rate 

allows partial drainage. The dissipation of them leads to hardening and softening of the 

resistance, respectively. In uplift, the self-weight of the soil below the anchor facilitates 

detachment, and thus considerable suction needs to be generated to prevent this, so that 

the softening due to the suction dissipation outweighs the hardening due to the 

consolidation of the upper soil, showing overall resistance softening. In penetration, the 

self-weight of the soil above the anchor facilitates attachment, and thus relatively minor 
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suction is generated. Therefore, the hardening outweighs the softening, showing overall 

resistance hardening. This analysis is supported by the results in Fig. 4-6 and Fig. 4-11. 

The peak suction at V = 3 is around 40 kPa in uplift but only about 17 kPa in penetration, 

and the dissipation of the suction is obvious in both conditions. 

6 Backbone curves 

The backbone curves, quantifying the relation between normalised uplift resistance 

Nc/Nc,undrained and velocity V, where Nc = Fmax/Bsu0 is the bearing capacity factor, of the 

5 uplift and 1 penetration cases in the above are compared in Fig. 4-14. For cases where 

the peak resistance is not reached, the resistance at w/B = 0.5 was taken as a nominal 

peak. The results for V = 0.3 uplift cases were discarded because they stop far before 

w/B = 0.5. Also shown in Fig. 4-14 are the backbone curves from T-bar penetration 

tests (Randolph & Hope 2004), and from the FE simulation of skirted foundation uplift 

(Chapter 6). 

The penetration backbone curve at H/B = 5 shows the same trend as the T-bar 

penetration backbone curve, but the magnitudes in near-drained range are not 

comparable. This difference is because T-bar penetration is a large deformation process. 

The continuous penetration of T-bar before reaching a designated depth can potentially 

lead to enhancement of the soil strength at this depth. In other words, the soil strength 

at a certain depth has started to be mobilised when T-bar is far beyond it. In the 

numerical simulation of this study, however, the anchor is wished-in-place; the 

influence of previous penetration is not considered; and the resistance at w/B = 0.5 

rather than the peak resistance is simply used to construct the backbone curve. 

Therefore, it would be expected that the magnitudes of the numerical results will not 

match well with experimental ones. 
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The uplift backbone curves show the same trend as the numerical results of skirted 

foundation uplift (Chapter 6). The main difference is the magnitude of drained capacity. 

It is zero for a skirted foundation, because there is no soil above the foundation. In 

drained conditions, the resistance comes solely from the skirt friction which is 

negligible. For plate anchors, the soil above it can provide additional uplift resistance 

other than suction, and thus the drained capacity is non-zero. As expected, the deeper 

the anchor, the larger the drained capacity at w/B = 0.5, because the uplift resistance 

from the above soil is likely proportional to the overburden pressure on the anchor. 

7 Concluding remarks 

A systematic study on plate anchor uplift in clay has been conducted. Three types of 

failure mechanisms have been observed: the tensile-detach mechanism at V = 0.03, the 

shear-detach mechanism at V = 0.3, and the attached mechanism at V ≥ 3.  The drained 

uplift capacity was found significantly affected by the embedment. First, more distance 

is needed to mobilise the peak drained capacity at deeper embedment. Second, at the 

same uplift distance, uplift resistance is larger at deeper embedment. 

Comparative study indicates that anchor performances in uplift and penetration are not 

identical outside undrained conditions.  Due to the downward direction of gravity, 

detachment occurs in (partially) drained uplift while attachment is retained in 

penetration. The mobilisation of the drained capacity in uplift is relatively slower than 

in penetration, possibly because of different failure mechanisms and the influence of 

the soil top free surface. 
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Table 4-1. MCC parameters for commercially available kaolin 

 

Parameter input for finite-element analysis Values 

Permeability of soil, k: m/s 1.0×10-9 

Unit weight of water,w: kN/m3 10 

Slope of swelling and recompression line in e-ln(p') space, κ 0.044 

Slope of virgin compression line in e-ln(p') space, λ 0.205 

Slope of critical state line in p'-q space, M 0.92 

Friction angle in triaxial compression,  23.5o 

Void ratio at p'  = 1 kPa on critical state line, ecs 2.14 
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Fig. 4-1 Illustration of MCC yield surface and no-softening surface 

 

 

                                   
(a) Initial state 

 
(b) Deformed: attached rough interface 
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(c) Deformed: detachable rough interface 

 

 
(d) Deformed: detachable smooth interface 

Fig. 4-2 Schematic illustration of problematic elements during uplift  
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Fig. 4-3 FE model setup 

 

 

 
Fig. 4-4 Undrained capacity compared with data in previous literatures 
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Fig. 4-5 Normalised force-displacement curves compared with results by Abaqus built-in 

MCC model at H/B = 5 

 

 
Fig. 4-6 Evolutions of stresses and excess pore pressure below the anchor at H/B = 5 and V = 

0.03 
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(a) Tensile-detach mechanism at V = 0.03 

 
(b) Shear-detach mechanism at V = 0.3 

 
(c) Attached mechanism at V ≥ 30 

Fig. 4-7 Three types of failure mechanisms during uplift at different rates 
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Fig. 4-8 Effective vertical stresses and pore pressures below the anchor at H/B = 5 

 

 
(a) H/B = 1 
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(b) H/B = 2 

 
(c) H/B = 3 
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(d) H/B = 4 

 
(e) H/B = 5 

Fig. 4-9 Normalised force-displacement curves at different embedment ratios 
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(a) Top centre 

 
(b) Side 
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(c) Bottom centre 

Fig. 4-10 Stress paths at different locations around the anchor 

 

 
(a) V ≤ 0.3 

 
(b) V ≥ 3 
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Fig. 4-11 Failure mechanisms during anchor penetration 

 
(a) At anchor top centre 

 
(b) At anchor top corner 

Fig. 4-12 Evolutions of effective contact stress and excess pore pressure during penetration at 

H/B = 5 
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Fig. 4-13 Normalised force-displacement curves for anchor penetration at H/B = 5 

 

 

Fig. 4-14 Comparison of backbone curves 
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Chapter 5 Application of a coupled hydro-mechanical 

interface model in simulating uplifting problems 

Abstract 

This paper presents the detailed formulation of a coupled hydro-mechanical structure-

soil interface and demonstrates its application in simulating uplifting problems. This 

interface features real-time prediction of the pore pressure generation and structure-soil 

separation, and thus rate dependency and ‘breakaway’ can be modeled without user 

intervention. Constitutive relations of this interface were derived by considering the 

coupling between soil skeleton and fluid along the interface. A complete finite element 

formulation and numerical implementation of the interface is provided based on an 8-

node element. The performance of this interface is demonstrated by simulating lifting 

a surface footing at varying rates (spanning across undrained, partially drained, and 

drained conditions), compared with existing theoretical solutions, numerical results, 

and experimental data. The good agreement achieved indicates that this interface is 

capable of modelling uplift at varying rates, which is an extremely challenging topic in 

offshore engineering. Sensitivity studies were conducted to investigate the parameters 

affecting uplifting behaviour. A unified backbone curve was established 

correspondingly, which is shown to be different from existing studies in compression, 

due to the difference in the mechanism between the two cases. 

 

Keywords: hydro-mechanical coupled interface; uplifting; rate dependency; 

breakaway; soil-structure interaction  
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Notation list 

A      Coordinate transformation matrix 

aw1, aw2      Transfer coefficients at surfaces 1-2 and 3-4 

      Numerical integration parameter 

B      Surface footing width 

c12, c34      Hydraulic conductivities of the interface 

cv      Coefficient of consolidation of the soil 

D      Consistent stiffness matrix of the interface 

d      Relative displacement vector of the interface 

e0      Initial void ratio 

ecs      Void ratio at p' = 1 kPa on critical state line 

V, V
e, V

p
     Total, elastic, and plastic volumetric strains of soil 

q, q
e
      Total and elastic deviatoric strains of soil 

F      Uplift force 

gn       Interface thickness between structure and soil 

G      Shear modulus of soil 

γ      Relative sliding displacement 

γc      Critical sliding distance 

γw      Unit weight of water 

J      Jacobian parameter 

k      Permeability of soil 

K      Bulk modulus of soil 

Kx      Longitudinal conductivity of interface 

K0      Coefficient of the earth pressure 

kg1, kg2     Intrinsic permeabilities rates at surfaces 1-2 and 3-4 

Kn       Normal stiffness in mechanical contact 

κ      Slopes of normal compression line  

λ      Slope of swelling-recompression line 

M      Slope of critical state line 

µ      Fluid viscosity 

n      Outside normal of boundaries 

N1, N2, N3     Shape functions for displacement 

Nc      Bearing capacity factor 

Nc
*

     Theoretical undrained uplift capacity of a surface footing 

1 8
N N      Shape functions for excess pore pressure 

1w
N  and 

2w
N     Synthesized shape functions for excess pore pressure 

p'      Effective mean stress of soil 

p0      Size of the soil yield surface 

p, p       Pore pressure and average pore pressure 

p12, p12, pg    Pore pressures at surface 1-2, 3-4 and mid-interface 

φ, int      Friction angles for soil and interface 

q      Deviatoric stress of soil  

qx, qy      Longitudinal and transverse flux  

r      Vertical distance to mid-interface 

ST, SD, SP, SV    Stress, displacement, pore pressure and velocity boundaries 
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su       Undrained shear strength 

T      Interface-soil total stress tensor 

t      Time 

σ, σ’      Total and effective stress tensor 

σn, σn'      Total and effective contact pressure 

σt, σt'      Total and effective shear stress 

σ'v      Initial vertical effective stress 

      Angle between coordinate systems xOy and x'Oy' 

u, u      Displacement and predefined displacement vectors 

V      Dimensionless uplift rate 

V       Newly proposed dimensionless uplift rate 

v      Poisson’s ratio 

v, v      Fluid velocity and predefined fluid velocity tensors 

v12, v34      Transverse flow rates at surfaces 1-2 and 3-4 

vx, vy      Longitudinal and transverse flow velocity  

w      Displacement of surface footing 

x', y'     Longitudinal and transverse directions of the interface 

,       Local coordinates of element 
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1 Introduction 

Modelling structure-soil interaction is a key aspect of numerical analyses of 

geotechnical problems. Most early interface models [1-6] are mechanically formulated 

within a total stress framework. But in most cases, soils are filled with pore water, and 

the structure-soil interaction is closely related to the drainage condition in soil and at 

the interface. Thus, purely mechanical interfaces are inadequate, and coupled hydro-

mechanical interfaces are needed to describe the coupled behaviour of soil skeleton and 

pore water. 

Such an interface is especially needed to model offshore structures subjected to uplift 

(such as embedded anchors and shallow foundations), because the negative pore 

pressure (suction) generated at the structure underside plays a key role during the uplift 

[7-9]. Li [10] conducted a series of centrifuge tests lifting a skirted foundation at 

varying rates, and the results (Fig.5-1) indicated two distinct features: (1) the peak 

resistance increases with uplift rate; and (2) there is a ‘breakaway’ occurring, where the 

resistance drops almost to zero in a short time. The two features are closely related to 

the pore pressure generation/dissipation and the structure-soil separation at the 

foundation underside, and a hydro-mechanical coupled interface is necessary in order 

to model this process. 

There exists two ways to develop such a coupled hydro-mechanical interface. One is 

the so-called “thin layer element” approach, which simulates the interface as a 

continuum [5], e.g., Mana et al. [11] fine-tuned a layer of porous elastic material at the 

underside of a skirted foundation to represent the interface. This method models 

seepage appropriately, although the uplift capacity might be overestimated in some 
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instance because of the mechanical strength inevitably introduced by the interface 

material. 

The other method is to model the interface as a ‘gap’ filled with water [12-16], which 

is usually called zero-thickness interface. It opens/closes with water flowing 

into/draining out of the interface. The effective mechanical stresses become zero when 

the interface is open while suction can still be sustained, thus allowing a realistic 

modelling of the separation between the soil skeleton and the structure. 

Most of currently available zero-thickness interfaces [12-16] (1) commonly use 4-node 

or 6-node element (Fig.5-2) to formulate the interface, with linear interpolations 

adopted for both displacements and pore pressure; and (2) quantify the water flow along 

the interface by the cubic law. These are appropriate for most applications. Some 

specific cases may require quadratic rather than linear interpolations to be used [17]. In 

addition, the cubic law is mainly applicable for surface structures, and it can 

overestimate the flow rate for embedded structures, where Darcy’s law is believed to 

be more appropriate as will be discussed later. 

This paper presents a coupled hydro-mechanical zero thickness interface by addressing 

aforementioned issues. The hydraulic behaviours of the interface are divided into 

transverse flow and longitudinal flow (as shown in Fig.5-3). The transverse flow adopts 

the first-order leak-off model proposed by Gerke & van Genuchten [18]. As for 

longitudinal flow, both cubic flow and Darcy-like flow are considered. The effective 

mechanical behaviours of the interface are described with linear elasticity along the 

normal direction and Coulomb friction along the tangential direction. The hydraulic 

and mechanical aspects are coupled through the principle of mass conservation of the 
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fluid inside the interface. Three mechanical parameters and three hydraulic parameters 

are required by this interface.  

A complete finite element (FE) formulation and numerical implementation are detailed, 

followed by the simulation of the uplift of a surface footing resting on an elastoplastic 

seabed at varying rates. To demonstrate its capability, numerical results were compared 

with experimental observations. Sensitivity studies were then conducted to show the 

effect of the interface parameters on the uplift behaviour. The results show that the 

controlling mechanism in uplift is different from that in compression. A dimensionless 

velocity is then proposed to normalise uplift rate, and a unified backbone curve is 

established correspondingly. 

2 Behaviours of the interface and governing equations 

Fig.5-3 illustrates the proposed interface model, bounded by the soil and the structure 

with boundary surfaces 1-2 and 3-4. When the structure tends to separate from the soil, 

the distance between the boundary surfaces 1-2 and 3-4 is to increase. Thus, suction is 

generated, drawing water into the interface. When the interface opening width is over 

a predefined threshold, the effective normal stress reaches zero (i.e., mechanically 

separated). It is noted that this interface can also be used for compression problems, 

although this paper focuses on the uplifting cases.  

2.1 Boundary conditions 

The mechanical boundary conditions of the interface consist of stress boundary (ST) 

and displacement boundary (SD), while the hydraulic boundary conditions comprise of 

pore pressure boundary (SP) and fluid velocity boundary (SV). Their mathematical 

descriptions are: 
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 =σn T  on   TS

 

  

(5-1) 

 =u u  on   DS  

 p p=  on   PS  

 
 =vn v  on   VS  

where  is the stress tensor on ST, and n the outward norm vector of ST; T the total 

stress tensor between the interface and the soil/structure on ST; u and u  the 

displacement vector and prescribed displacement vector on SD; p and p  the pore 

pressure and prescribed pore pressure on SP; v and v  the fluid velocity vector and 

prescribed fluid velocity vector on SV. =u 0 , 0p =  and =v 0  represent 

displacement-fixed boundary, free drainage boundary and impermeable boundary, 

respectively. 

2.2 Pore pressure distribution 

A transversely parabolic distribution of pore pressure is adopted. As in Fig.5-2(c), p12 

and p34 denote the pore pressures at the boundaries 1-2 and 3-4, respectively, and pg the 

pore pressure at the middle of the interface, the pore pressure within a same transverse 

plane can be expressed as: 
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+ − −
= + +  (5-2) 

where –gn/2≤ r ≤gn/2 is the vertical distance to the mid-interface (upper part as positive), 

and gn the interface opening width. 

Hence, the average pore pressure within a transverse plane can be defined as: 
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where ‘| |’ means absolute value. 

2.3 Transverse flow 

The transverse flow accounts for the fluid exchange through the two boundaries (faces 

1-2 and 3-4 in Fig.5-3). This is different from seepage inside soil [19], and thus Darcy’s 

law is no longer appropriate. In contrast, the first order leak-off model [18] was adopted 

in this paper:  

 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1 1

12 12 12 12

2 2

34 34 34 34

w g

w g

a k
v c p p p p

a k
v c p p p p





= − = −

= − = −

 (5-4) 

where v12 and v34 are the fluid flow rates at boundaries 1-2 and 3-4, respectively. c12 

and c34 are termed as hydraulic conductivity [18], which will be discussed later. aw1 and 

aw2 (in the unit of m-1) are the so-called first-order transfer coefficients for soil and 

structure, respectively, related to the fluid density and the microstructure of the solid 

matrix; kg1 and kg2 (m
2) the intrinsic permeability of boundaries 1-2 and 3-4; and  

(Pa∙m) the viscosity of fluid.  

2.4 Longitudinal flow 

The longitudinal flow describes the fluid flow along the interface. For a surface footing 

on a seabed, the longitudinal flux comes from the ambient free water around the footing 

and its flow is rarely obstructed by the soil, thus the Navier-Stokes (NS) equations are 

suitable. For a structure such as a plate anchor deeply buried in soil, the longitudinal 

flux comes solely from the soil and the flow rate thus depends on soil permeability. 

Therefore, the flow is Darcy-like, and Darcy’s law is more appropriate. 
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Darcy-like flow considers the longitudinal flow velocity proportional to the 

longitudinal pore pressure gradient: 

 2

2
' '

n

n

g

x x
gx n x n

w w

K Kp p
q g v d r g

x x −

 
= = =

   (5-5) 

where vx is the longitudinal velocity of Darcy-like flow; qx the longitudinal flux; and 

Ox’ denotes the longitudinal direction of the interface.; w the unit weight of water; Kx 

(m/s) the longitudinal conductivity; its value depends on the properties on surrounding 

soil, and it is related to the longitudinal permeability kx (m
2) by Kx = kxw/ For Darcy-

like flow, the longitudinal conductivity Kx is directly treated as a material constant. The 

value of gnKx is usually called interface transmissivity in previous literatures [16]. 

The NS equations represent the conservation of linear momentums and mass of the 

fluid. For simplicity, it is assumed here that the longitudinal flow does not have the 

acceleration terms. Hence, the NS equations reduce to the static force balance equation 

of the fluid. As deduced in Appendix 1, the longitudinal flux of NS flow is: 

 
3

3412 8
120 ' ' '

gn
x

dpg dpdp
q

dx dx dx

 
= + + 

 
 (5-6) 

It is worth noting that if transversely uniform pore pressure distribution within the 

interface is assumed, i.e., dp12/dx'= dp34/dx'= dpg/dx', Equation (5-6) becomes qx = 

gn
3dpg/12dx'. This is the cubic law that has been widely employed in geotechnical 

problems [20-25].  

Although this paper does not consider the transition from Darcy flow to NS flow (i.e., 

it needs to be decided before hand which one is to be used), a transition is possible by 

introducing two additional critical gap opening width: 
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 (5-7) 

2.5 Mechanical behaviours 

Fig.5-4 illustrates the interface subjected to a tension T and a displacement boundary 

u . The tension T can be decomposed into a normal stress n and a shear stress t (note 

this study only considers 2 dimensional problems) which are balanced by the internal 

effective stresses 'n, 't and average pore pressure p . The force balance equations 

read: 

 
'

'

n n

t t

p 

 

= −

=
 (5-8) 

where positive 'n means tension, and positive 't means the interface deforms in an 

anti-clockwise way under shearing. 

The internal effective stresses 'n and 't control the mechanical behaviours of the 

interface. The change in interface thickness gn is proportionally related to the 

increment of effective normal stress 'n through the normal stiffness Kn. The 

magnitude of Kn is negligible when gn is beyond a threshold, while its value is large 

enough to avoid over-penetration when gn is below this threshold. The tangential 

behaviour obeys Coulomb friction theory, where the interface first undergoes an elastic 

shear displacement up to a critical slip distance c. Beyond c, plastic shearing (sliding) 
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ensues, and the effective shear stress 't  reaches a stabilised value 'n, where  is the 

coefficient of friction of the interface. The magnitude of c is likely to be dependent on 

'n. But acknowledging that c is usually very small, and the shear stress is almost zero 

during uplift, a constant c would suffice and is adopted in this paper. The effective 

stress-displacement relationship can be illustrated as Fig.5-5 and expressed as: 

 ' =σ Dd  (5-9) 

where ’ = [’n ’t]T is the effective stress vector, and d = [gn ]T the relative 

displacement vector. D is the stiffness matrix depending on relative shear displacement. 

Under compression, D reads: 
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D D  (5-10) 

2.6 Coupling between hydraulic and mechanical behaviours 

Assuming the water to be incompressible, for a segment of the water-filled interface 

with opening gn and longitudinal width x’, its volumetric change equals the water 

flow-in volume minus the water flow-out volume: 

 
12 34

' ' '
n x

g x v x v x q = −  −  +   (5-11) 

where dot denotes material time derivative. 

By using the divergence theorem, the mean value theorem of integrals, and letting x’ 

→ 0, Equation (5-11) becomes: 

 12 34 0x
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q
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− + + + =


 (5-12) 
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3 Formulation of the interface model in finite element framework 

3.1 Element description 

An 8-node element was constructed as shown in Fig.5-6. Note that the nodes 1, 4, 8, 

the nodes 5, 7, and the nodes 2, 3, 6 are co-located initially, and an artificial distance 

between them were added in this figure for clarity.  Nodes 1 ⁓ 4 have 3 degree of 

freedoms (DOFs): x, y displacements and pore pressures at boundaries. Nodes 6 and 8 

have DOF of pore pressure at mid-interface but no displacements DOF, while nodes 5 

and 7 have displacements DOFs but no pore pressure DOF. The edge 1-2 in Fig.5-6 

represents the boundary 1-2 in Fig.5-3, and the edge 3-4 represents the boundary 3-4. 

The longitudinal direction of the element is denoted as Ox’. The nodal coordinates of 

this interface are updated in real time according to their displacements during the 

analysis. The following formulation is based on straight geometries and curved 

geometry is not considered. 

3.2 Shape functions and interpolations 

A local coordinate system O is established to interpolate the field variables, as shown 

in Fig.5-6(c). The displacements are continuous along x' direction on boundaries 1-2 

and 3-4 but discrete along y' direction. Thus, the displacements need to be interpolated 

separately on 1-2 and 3-4 as: 

 
1 2 5 5

4 3 7 7

N N N

N N N

= + +

= + +

12 1 2

34 4 3

u u u u

u u u u
 (5-13) 

where u12 and u34 are displacement vectors on 1-2 or 3-4; while u1 ⁓ u7 are displacement 

vectors at nodes 1 ⁓ 7 respectively. Ni are one dimensional shape functions defined by 

the local coordinate  1,1  − uniquely. The form that is the most widely adopted is: 
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Contrary to the displacements, the pore pressure is assumed continuous along both x' 

and y' directions, and thus its interpolation is a function of both  and . Considering 

that the distribution of pore pressure is longitudinally linear and transversely parabolic 

inside an element, following forms are proposed: 
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 (5-15) 

Accordingly, 
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where p is the pore pressure at (,) and pi denotes pore pressure at the ith node. 

 For brevity, Nw1, Nw2 are used in the following derivation, which are defined as: 
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 (5-17) 

3.3 Matrix expressions of parameters 

Let 

  1 2 3

T
N N N=N  (5-18) 
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and 
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where  is the angle between Ox and Ox'. 

It follows that the relative displacements can be calculated as 

 ng



    
= =     

    

T
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T
T

RN 0
d u

R0 N
 (5-22) 

where u is the nodal displacement vector in the global coordinate system xOy. 

Combining Equation (5-22) with Equation (5-9), the effective stresses can be 

expressed as: 
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Similarly, let  
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p p p p p p=p  (5-24) 
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To calculate 12p p− , a pore pressure difference matrix Rb is defined: 

 
5 0 0 1 0 4

0 5 1 0 4 0

− 
=  

− 
bR  (5-28) 

To calculate 34p p− , a pore pressure difference matrix Rt is defined: 

 
1 0 0 5 0 4

0 1 5 0 4 0

− 
=  

− 
tR  (5-29) 

It follows that: 
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3.4 Formulation of effective mechanical behaviours 

The formulation of the mechanical behaviours follows the standard procedures of the 

principle of virtual work. For an arbitrary nodal displacement increment u, the total 

work done by external forces, internal effective stresses, and pore pressure must be zero: 

 ' 'dx p V dx− = +  
T T T

δd σ' δu f δd σ  (5-32) 

where f and u are nodal concentrated force vector and nodal displacement vector in xOy, 

respectively;  the external distributed load vector acting on boundaries; and ' the 

internal effective stress vector, d the relative displacement vector calculated in Equation 

(5-22). 

For the second term on the left-hand side of Equation (5-32), the below relation holds: 

 ' 'np V g pdx dx = =  
T T T

N w mδu R NN R p  (5-33) 

Similarly, replacing other variables in Equation (5-32) with their matrix forms, and 

considering that uT, u and p are independent of coordinates, it becomes: 
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Equation (5-34) holds true for arbitrary uT, so that uT can be cancelled from both 

sides. Thence, it finally becomes: 

 + =Ku Lp F  (5-35) 
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K is the effective mechanical stiffness matrix relating displacements to effective 

mechanical stresses, and L is a hydro-mechanical coupling matrix relating 

displacements to pore pressures. 

3.5 Formulation of hydraulic behaviours 

The formulation of hydraulic behaviour is based on Galerkin’s method, and the 

transverse average pore pressure is used as trial function. One benefit of doing so is that 

it converts a 2D integration into 1D. By conducting integration by part, the weak forms 

of the continuity equation (5-12) are Equation (5-39) for Darcy-like flow or Equation 

(5-40) for NS flow. 
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Replacing the variables with their matrix forms, the two equations further become: 
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where A and RF depends on the longitudinal flow type. For Darcy-like flow: 
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while for NS flow: 

 
3 1 0 0 1 0 8
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ng
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= =  

 
FR  (5-46) 

3.6 Time integration and hydro-mechanical coupling matrix 

u  in Equation (5-41) is the nodal displacement rate vector. Let un and un+1 denote the 

nodal displacement vectors at time t and t+t respectively. Then, u  can be 

approximated as: 

 
t

−
=



n+1 n
u u

u  (5-47) 
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Meanwhile, p can be written as: 

 ( )1  = − +n+1 n
p p p  (5-48) 

where pn and pn+1 are the nodal pore pressure vectors at time t and t+t respectively.  

is an integration parameter ranging from 0 to 1, with  = 0 corresponding to implicit 

integration,  = 1 explicit integration, and  = 0.5 middle point integration.  

Subjecting Equation (5-48) and (5-47) to (5-41), it becomes: 

 ( )1t t  − + = − n+1 n+1 n n
Gp Hu Hu Gp  (5-49) 

Equation (5-35) and (5-49) consist the u-p form of the proposed interface element, as 

summarised in Equation (5-50) where un and pn are known while un+1 and pn+1 are to 

be determined. 

 
( )1t t 

    
=     − −     

n+1

n nn+1

K L Fu

H G Hu Gpp
 (5-50) 

This time integration scheme is the same as in Small et al. [26] and has proved to be 

unconditionally stable when  > 0.5. 

4 Numerical implementations of the interface 

4.1 Jacobian parameter 

The calculation of matrices in Equation (5-50) needs to integrate functions of  with 

respect to global coordinate x'. Therefore, the Jacobian matrix which reduces to a scalar 

in 1D cases (called Jacobian parameter in this paper) is needed for coordinate 

transformation. In this case, its definition is dx' = |J|d, where J is the Jacobian 
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parameter, and ‘| |’ means absolute value. Thus, the Jacobian parameter can be 

determined as (choosing the surface 1-2 as the reference surface): 

 51 2

1 2 5

'
' ' '

dNdN dNx
J x x x

d d d   


= = +


+  (5-51) 

where x'1, x'2 and x'5 are the x' coordinates of nodes 1, 2, and 5, respectively. 

4.2 Gauss points 

It is reported that the Newton-Cotes integration scheme is better than the conventional 

Gauss integration scheme for zero-thickness elements, because the latter may result in 

oscillations of the results when the interface shearing is dominant [27-29]. This study 

mainly considers uplifting problems where shearing is not involved. Thus, Gauss 

integration was employed, and it showed a robust performance in this study. Two Gauss 

points located at ξ = ±1/√3 were chosen, the weight being unity for both points.  

4.3 Newton-Raphson method 

After calculating matrices in Equation (5-50), Newton-Raphson method can be 

employed to solve it at each time step by performing following iterations, where the 

superscript denotes the nth time step and the subscript denotes the mth iteration at this 

time step.  
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When the [un
m pu

m]T is less than the targeted precision, above iterations are 

terminated, the variables are updated as [un+1
1 pu+1

1]T = [un
m pu

m]T, and the calculation 
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marches on to the n+1th time step. In displacement FE, the initial values of the variables 

at the first time step are usually [u1
1 p1

1]T = 0. 

Note that Equation (5-52) is just for a single interface element. In the later modelling, 

it will be assembled with into global stiffness matrix soil elements. 

5 Discussion of the interface parameters  

The proposed interface model has 7 parameters in total, as summarised in Table.1. They 

can be divided into mechanical and hydraulic parameters. The mechanical parameters 

include the normal stiffness Kn, the friction coefficient , and the critical shear 

displacement c. The hydraulic parameters include transverse hydraulic conductivities 

c12 and c34, and the longitudinal conductivity Kx (Darcy-like flow) or the interface fluid 

viscosity  (NS flow). The last two parameters are used exclusively, and therefore only 

6 parameters are needed in the modelling. 

The normal stiffness Kn is taken as 1×109 kPa/m when the structure and soil are in 

contact to prevent over-penetration, while it changes to a small number (0.1 kPa/m 

instead of 0 to keep numerical stability) when the structure and soil are separated. The 

coefficient of friction  is taken as 0.35 when the structure and the soil are in contact. 

When they are separated, it is taken as 0.01 (instead of 0 to keep numerical stability). 

The critical shear displacement c, which is the boundary between elastic and plastic 

sliding, was considered as 0.001 m, following [16]. In modelling uplift, the effective 

stresses within the interface are negligible, and thus the three mechanical parameters 

have relatively minor influences on the results. Therefore, no sensitivity study is 

undertaken for these parameters. 
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c12 is the description of the micro-structure and intrinsic permeability of the boundary 

1-2. Its dimension is L2T/M (with unit of m/(Pa∙s)), meaning fluid flow rate under unit 

pressure difference. The values of c12 in the literature vary significantly depending on 

the type of soils and problems investigated. For example, Cerfontaine et al. [30] used 

1m/(kPa∙s) for sand, while Hu et al. [31] used 1.28 ×10-10m/(kPa∙s) for leachate flow in 

waste fills. In the following simulation, a value of c12 = 1×10-9m/(kPa∙s) was adopted 

by calibrating against the tests in Fig.5-1 [10]. This value is consistent with [31] for low 

permeability soils. c34 was adopted as 0 because the structure in this paper was 

considered impermeable. 

The Darcy-like longitudinal conductivity of the interface Kx was considered constant 

for simplicity, and it was taken the same as the soil permeability, which was believed 

to represent reasonably a buried structure where the longitudinal flux comes solely from 

the soil. For the NS longitudinal flow, the fluid viscosity  inside the interface was first 

taken as 1×10-3 Pa∙s, which is the viscosity of pure water at 20 ˚C. It was found that, 

with this value, the model significantly underestimated the uplift resistance compared 

with experimental data (as shown in Fig.5-11), indicating an overprediction of the fluid 

flow at the interface by the NS flow model. This is because the fluid flow in the 

experiment is predominantly a Darcy-like flow at the initial stage of uplifting when the 

footing is in contact with the soil. Thus, in order to use NS flow to realise the simulation 

(keeping in mind breakaway cannot be modelled with a Darcy-like flow), a much larger 

‘artificial’ fluid viscosity value is required. This large fluid viscosity represents an 

equivalent value during the whole process, rather than an accurate estimation of pure 

fluid. A best-fit viscosity value of 1×102 Pa∙s was obtained in this study and Fig.5-11 

shows the comparison with experiments. 
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The sensitivities of the three parameters c12, Kx and  are discussed later.  

6 Calculation example: uplift of a surface footing  

6.1 General introduction 

In this section, the proposed interface along with soil elements was used to simulate the 

uplift of a surface footing at varying rates. Both Darcy-like and NS longitudinal flows 

were considered.  

6.2 Model setup 

The problem was considered as plane strain for simplicity. Due to symmetry, only a 

half model was established (Fig.5-7), including the footing, the interface, and the 

underlying soil, where the interface was a single layer of the proposed element with an 

initial thickness of 0. The interface was tied to the soil top surface and the footing, and 

stresses and pore pressures were shared at the overlapping nodes. Mesh sensitivity study 

was conducted, and the model shown in Fig.5-7 was demonstrated adequate. The 

meshes around the footing corner was 0.05B, where B is the width of the footing. 

The boundary conditions are as follows: displacements of the soil bottom were not 

allowed, while two lateral sides can move vertically. No displacement constraint was 

applied to the top, and it was considered as a free drainage boundary except for the 

contacting part with the footing. The right side of the interface (i.e., the entrance for the 

ambient water) was set as free drainage boundary to enable longitudinal flow. In order 

to facilitate results interpretation, the soil was assumed weightless and uniform, with a 

surcharge of 'v =200 kPa applied on the top surface. 

The soil adopted the Modified Cam Clay (MCC) constitutive model [32,33]. In this 

model, the soil elastic behaviour obeys porous elasticity: 
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where p’ is the effective mean stress, q the deviatoric stress, K the bulk modulus, G the 

shear modulus, v
e the elastic volumetric strain, and q

e the elastic deviatoric strain. 

The yield surface of MCC is an ellipse in p’-q space and can be expressed as: 

 ( )2 2

0' ' 0f q M p p p= − − =    (5-54) 

where M is the slope of the critical state line, and p0 the right vertex of the ellipse. 

Associated flow was assumed, and the magnitude of p0 evolves with plastic volumetric 

strain according to: 
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where e is the void ratio,  and  the slopes of the virgin consolidation line and 

unloading-reloading line, respectively, and v
p the plastic volumetric strain. 

Water flow inside the soil was considered obeying Darcy’s law, and it was combined 

with MCC model and mass conservation to enable coupled analysis. The hydro-

mechanical coupling equation of the soil can thus be expressed as: 
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where v is the total volumetric strain, t the physical time, k the soil permeability, 

assumed homogeneous at all directions, p the excess pore pressure, and x, y, z three 

orthometric directions of the space. w is the unit weight of water, taking as 10 kN/m3, 

which is required in Darcy’s law. 

A detailed description of how coupled analysis is realised for MCC using finite element 

method can be found in Ref. [26] and thus is not repeated here. 

Typical MCC soil parameters for commercially available kaolin clay were adopted in 

this paper (see Table. 2, based on the study of Stewart [35]). The soil strength was 

uniform and can be calculated by [36]: 
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 (5-57) 

where  is the frictional angle of soil,  the slope of normal consolidation line of soil, 

 the slope of unloading-reloading line, and a = (3-sin)/(6-4sin). 

6.3 Results interpretation 

The numerical results were presented using dimensionless parameters. The uplift 

displacement was normalised as w/B, where w is the vertical displacement of footing 

and B the width of footing. The rate was normalised using the widely adopted 

expression in compression problems V = vB/cv [37], where v is the uplift velocity of the 

footing; cv = k(1+e0)v'/w the coefficient of consolidation of the soil; k the 

permeability; e0 the initial void ratio; and 'v the effective surcharge of the soil. The 

uplift resistance was normalised as F/Bsu, where F is the uplift force. Nc = Fmax/Bsu is 

the uplift capacity factor with Fmax denoting the peak uplift resistance. The transverse 
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and longitudinal flow velocities were normalised as qy/vB, and qx/vB, where qx and qy 

are the longitudinal flux and transverse flux, respectively. 

The uplift was simulated by displacing the footing 0.5B vertically at normalised 

velocities V=30000, 3000, 300, 30, 3, 0.3 and 0.03 respectively. For each velocity, both 

Darcy-like and NS longitudinal flows were considered. In addition, V=3×1010 was 

conducted for the NS flow type. 

The Nc for fully drained cases (slow uplift) is expected to be 0 because there is no 

suction throughout. For fully undrained cases (fast uplift), a reverse end bearing 

mechanism is expected, and the Nc is the same as that under compression, of which the 

exact solution is 2+ for a surface footing on homogeneous cohesive soil [38,39]. 

Above two limits were used to verify the numerical results. 

6.3.1 Darcy-like flow type 

Fig.5-8(a) and (b) show the development of uplift resistance and interface thickness 

against uplift displacement, respectively. For V ≥ 300, the peak uplift resistance Nc is 

close to the exact solution 2+ with interface thickness negligible throughout. With the 

uplift rate diminishing, Nc decreases, and interface thickness increases. But the interface 

thickness is always less than the footing displacement, indicating that the soil was 

partially attached to the footing. At V = 0.03, Nc is close to zero. The interface thickness 

equals the uplift displacement at any instant, indicating non-attachment between 

footing and soil.  

6.3.2 NS flow type 

Fig.5-9 shows the results for NS flow type. It can be seen that NS type reaches fully 

undrained condition at V = 3×1010, 7 orders of magnitude greater than the Darcy-like 

flow type. Its most obvious difference from Darcy-like type is that breakaway occurred 
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during the uplift, as reflected by the sudden drop in uplift resistance in Fig.5-9(a) and a 

drastic increase of interface thickness in Fig.5-9(b). These differences with Darcy-like 

type are because the NS equations, which do not consider the flow resistance from soil 

skeleton, predict faster water flow than Darcy’s law, as is confirmed in Fig.5-9(c), 

leading to faster post-peak suction dissipation. 

6.4 Discussion and comparison with experimental observations 

Fig.5-8 and Fig.5-9 demonstrate that this interface allows the uplift rate, drainage 

condition, suction, interface opening, and water flow to be coupled in a compatible and 

automatic way. Slow uplift rates correspond to drained conditions where suction is not 

generated at the footing underside. Correspondingly, the soil does not move, and thus 

a gap is formed as water flowing in, with the opening rate equals the uplift rate. Higher 

uplift rates correspond to partially drained conditions, with some suction generated 

within the interface, drawing the soil partially up. Correspondingly, the interface 

thickness increase rate is less than the uplift rate. In this case, a post-peak softening of 

uplift resistance can be observed, which is believed due to the suction dissipation 

induced by longitudinal and transverse flows. The significance of this softening is mild 

in Darcy-like type but drastic in NS type, due to the difference in longitudinal flow rates 

in the two types. Fast rates correspond to undrained conditions, where water flow-in is 

negligible. Thus, the gap does not open, and suction does not have time not dissipate. 

Correspondingly, a reverse end bearing failure mechanism occurs, and the numerical 

uplift capacity equals the exact solution. Above analyses demonstrate that this interface 

is able to (1) reproduce hydro-mechanical coupled uplift behaviours, and (2) precisely 

predict uplift resistance.  
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It is interestingly noted that in the partially drained uplift tests of shallow foundations, 

the uplift resistance first undergoes a mild post-peak softening which resembles that in 

Darcy-like type (Fig.5-8a, 0.3 ≤ V ≤ 30), followed by a sudden breakaway which is 

captured by the NS type (Fig.5-9a). Based on this, the breakaway can be explained as 

a sudden increase of water flux into the foundation underside (considering the NS 

equations predict much higher longitudinal flow rate than Darcy’s law) as the 

foundation was pulled out of soil.  

Li [10] conducted PIV tests and observed that the soil underneath the foundation moved 

downwards as breakaway occurred. This is captured in Fig.5-9(b), where the slopes of 

gn/B – w/B curves are greater than 1 at breakaway points. This means the interface 

thickness increase rate exceeded the uplift rate at this moment, indicating the soil 

dropped down. This drop-down was because the underlying soil underwent unloading 

as the suction acting on it was quickly lost. 

This soil drop-down can be observed in Fig.5-10 more evidently, which shows the 

ground vertical displacement contours of NS type at V = 30000. It can be seen that the 

interface started opening from the footing edge which was the entrance of free water 

and propagated towards the footing centre. Before w/B = 0.1where breakaway initiated, 

the footing centre kept contacting the soil while the edge separated from it. Afterwards, 

the soil slightly moved down, and the footing was completely separated from the soil. 

7. Backbone curves 

7.1 Comparison with available studies 

Lehane et al. [40] conducted centrifuge tests about foundation uplift at varying rates at 

50g. The foundation was buried in soil, with clay underneath and sand above the 

foundation. As the sand was substantially in drained conditions, it can be deemed as a 
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surface footing with surcharge. Chen et al. [41] conducted centrifuge tests at 150g by 

using a surface footing directly sitting on the soil surface with no surcharge applied. In 

both studies, the footings were of comparable size, and the clay samples were the same 

commercially available kaolin, intensively characterised at the University of Western 

Australia. 

These data, along with some available numerical solutions, are compared with above 

numerical results in Fig.5-11. Interestingly, the NS backbone curve using the best-fit 

viscosity reproduces with reasonable accuracy the trend in Lehane et al. [40], while the 

Darcy-like backbone curve matches well with the results of Chen et al. [41]. The 

discrepancy between the two groups of test data may come from a common 

experimental stage where the soil was allowed to consolidate under the self-weight of 

the foundation before uplift, which is expected to cause the foundation slightly 

penetrating the soil. Considering that the acceleration in Lehane et al. [40] was three 

times larger than in Chen et al. [41], making the foundation of the former heavier in 

prototype, the footing in Chen et al. [41] would be expected to have deeper penetration. 

Thus, the longitudinal flow in Chen et al. [41] was hindered by the soil, such that the 

Darcy-like flow is more appropriate to estimate the results. 

7.2 Sensitivity of parameters of the interface 

Sensitivity studies of the three hydraulic parameters (the hydraulic conductivity c12, the 

longitudinal conductivity Kx and the fluid viscosity ) were conducted. A total of 121 

cases were performed with varying c12, Kx or . All other parameters were kept constant 

unless otherwise stated. 

The influence of c12 is shown in Fig.5-12, where the Darcy-like longitudinal 

conductivity Kx was set to 0 to suppress longitudinal flow. It is interesting to note that 
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as c12 increases 1 order of magnitude, the backbone curve translates rightwards roughly 

1 order of magnitude. This is because the transverse flow is increased proportionally, 

and it is the only dominant factor to dissipate suction in this case. The influence of Kx 

is presented in Fig.5-13, where the backbone curve moves leftwards as Kx decreases. 

However, the backbone curve converges to the Kx = 1×10-9 m/s curve as Kx further 

decreases. This means that, below this value, the longitudinal flow becomes negligible 

compared with transverse flow. The influence of  is shown in Fig.5-14, where the 

increase of  leads to leftwards movement of the backbone curve. The influence of  is 

most significant in the middle of the backbone curve. At the two ends, this influence is 

insignificant. Note that the results in Fig.5-14 are from NS flow only. 

7.3 A new perspective on the backbone curve 

The discrepancy between the experimental data in Fig.5-11 implies that the widely 

adopted dimensionless velocity in compression cases V = vB/cv [10,37,40,41] may not 

be adequate for uplifting problems, due to the existence of longitudinal and transverse 

flows. A more reasonable normalisation is to compare the water flow-in rate with uplift 

rate. Based on this, this paper proposes a new dimensionless velocity:  

 

( ) ( )
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 (5-58) 

where  and  are two to-be-fit parameters. For NS longitudinal flow, the Kx term can 

be approximated by (according to cubic law): 
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where gn0 is a representative interface thickness. 
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Adopting the best-fit values  = 0.5,  = 0.5 and gn0 = 0.008 m, the uplift rates of all 

above numerical data are normalised using Equation (5-58), and the results are shown 

in Fig.5-15. It can be observed that these data distribute closely around an average curve 

for different values of c12 and Kx or , and this average backbone curve can be estimated 

by a least-square best fit in the form of: 

 
,undrained 1

c

d

c

N b
a

N cV
= +

+
 (5-60) 

where Nc,undrained =  + 2; and a = 0, b = 1, c = 8.82, and d = -0.74 are determined by 

least-square best fit. 

8 Concluding remarks 

A hydro-mechanical coupled zero thickness interface was proposed with full details of 

the physics-based constitutive relations. Complete FE formulation and implementation 

were presented based on an 8-node element. 

The performance of the proposed interface was demonstrated by simulating the uplift 

of a surface footing at varying rates. By compatibly addressing suction 

generation/dissipation and structure-soil separation, the rate effect can be modelled 

without user intervention. If NS longitudinal flow is employed, breakaway can be 

simulated (note that any zero-thickness element which can incorporate a NS 

longitudinal flow would be able to simulate the breakaway). A new dimensionless 

velocity was proposed to better normalise uplift rate, accounting for the influence of 

transverse and longitudinal flows, and a unified backbone curve was established 

correspondingly. In general, the interface model in this study is capable of modelling 

the structure-soil interface behaviour during uplifting problems. It should also be noted 

that uplifting objects off seabed is extremely challenging to be precisely modelled and 
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the model parameters in this paper need further validation from physical modelling, 

which is seen as the next step for future study. 
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APPENDEX 1 

Fig.5-16 shows a fluid element under force balance. The viscous shear stress is 

determined as: 

 1 2
1 2;   

' '

dv dv

dy dy
   = − = −  (A1) 

where  is the viscosity of the fluid; v1x and v2x the longitudinal velocities at the same 

locations as 1 and 2, respectively. 

The hydraulic force difference at the two ends of the fluid element should balance the 

viscous shear force in Equation (A1). Therefore: 

 ( )1 2'
r

r
dpdy dx 

−
= +  (A2) 

where r is the half width of the water element investigated, as shown in Fig.5-16. 

Combining the above equations yields: 
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 (A3) 

Using the no-slip boundary conditions v1 = 0 at r = -gn/2 and v2 = 0 at r = gn/2 and 

integrating Equation (A3) give the distribution of longitudinal velocity for NS flow: 
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 (A4) 

Further integrating Equation (A4), the longitudinal flux of NS flow can be calculated 

as: 
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Table 1. Parameters of the interface model 

 

 Parameters input for the interface values Flow types 

Mechanical 

parameters 

Normal stiffness Kn: kPa/m 

109 (in contact) 

0.1 (not in 

contact) 

Both Darcy-like 

and NS 

Critical shear displacement c: m 0.001 

Parameter of friction of interface  

0.35 (in contact) 

0.01 (not in 

contact) 

 Hydraulic conductivity c12: m/(kPa∙s) 1×10-9 

Hydraulic 

parameters 

Hydraulic conductivity c34: m/(kPa∙s) 0 

Longitudinal conductivity Kx: m/s 1×10-9 Darcy-like only 

Interface fluid viscosity  (Pa∙s) 1×102 NS only 

 

Table 2. Parameters for MCC constitutive model 

 

Parameters input for finite-element analysis Values 

Permeability of soil, k: m/s 1.0×10-9 

Slope of swelling and recompression line κ 0.044 

Slope of virgin compression line λ 0.205 

Slope of critical state line, M 0.92 

Friction angle in triaxial compression,  23.5o 

Void ratio on critical state line with effective mean stress equals 1 kPa, ecs 2.14 
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Fig. 5-1 Schematic illustration of rate dependency of uplift capacity 
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(a) 4-node element (proposed by Ng & Small [12]) 

 

 

(b) 6-node element (proposed by Cerfontaine et al. [16]) 

 

 

(c) the proposed 8-node element 

Fig. 5-2 Different types of zero-thickness interface element 
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Fig. 5-3 Schematic illustration of the proposed interface 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5-4 Mechanical response of the interface 
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(a) Normal behaviour 

 

 

(b) Tangential behaviour 

Fig. 5-5 Effective stress-displacement relationships of the interface 

 

 

 

                     

                             (a)                                                   (b)                                               (c) 

Fig. 5-6 The proposed 8-node interface element (a) in original global coordinates; (b) in 

rotated global coordinates; (c) in local coordinates 

Note: the nodes 1, 4, 8, the nodes 5, 7, and the nodes 2, 3, 6 are co-located initially, and an 

artificial distance between them were added in this figure for clarity. 
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Fig. 5-7 Numerical model setup and mesh for surface footing uplifting 
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(a) Normalized uplift resistance-displacement curves 

 

 
(b) Normalized interface thickness-displacement relationships 

Fig. 5-8 Numerical results for Darcy-like flow type 
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(a) Normalized uplift resistance-displacement curves 

 

(b) Normalized interface thickness-displacement relationships 
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(c) Normalized transverse and longitudinal flow velocities 

Fig. 5-9 Numerical results for NS flow type 

 

 

 

Fig. 5-10 Ground vertical displacement contours for NS flow type at V = 30000  
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Fig. 5-11 Comparisons of Nc – V backbone curves of two flow types with experimental data 

and numerical solutions 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5-12 Influence of c12 on backbone curves 
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Fig. 5-13 Influence of Kx on backbone curves 

 

 

 
Fig. 5-14 Influence of  on backbone curves 
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Fig. 5-15 New normalisations to numerical data points and best-fit backbone curve 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 5-16 Force balance condition of a fluid element for NS flow 
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Chapter 6 Investigations of the rate effect and 

breakaway during skirted foundation uplift on clay 

Abstract 

This paper presents finite element simulations of pre-existing centrifuge tests of skirted 

foundation uplift and combines the two to study the uplift of skirted foundations. The 

focus is on the influence of the uplift rate on the uplift capacity and on the mechanism 

of “breakaway” (i.e., the phenomenon of sudden loss of uplift resistance and separation 

between the foundation and the soil). A backbone curve, describing the evolution of 

uplift capacity with uplift rate, is established for uplift based on the numerical and 

experimental results. The dimensionless velocities V = 6 and 130 are found to be the 

boundaries for drained, partially drained, and undrained conditions. The breakaway is 

characterized, relative to ambient water infiltration, and a function of the length of skirt 

embedded into the soil. This hypothesis is demonstrated to be effective by comparing 

the numerical modelling with the experimental results.  

 

Keywords: skirted foundation uplift; hydro-mechanical interface; breakaway; viscosity; 

rate effect; drainage 
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Notation list 

su, sum, su0   Soil undrained strength, soil strength at mudline, and soil strength at skirt tip 

sum   Soil undrained strength at mudline 

su0   Soil undrained strength at skirt tip 

k   Soil undrained strength gradient against depth 

z   Depth below mudline 

D   Foundation diameter 

d   Skirt length 

Nc, Nc,drainge  Uplift capacity factor of foundation and its value without strain rate effect 

A   Cross-section area of foundation 

v   Uplift velocity 

V, Vref   Dimensionless uplift velocity and reference dimensionless uplift velocity 

cv   Coefficient of consolidation 

u, ug, us   Suction, suction within interface, and suction within soil 

K0   Coefficient of lateral earth pressure at rest 

   Soil internal friction angle 

pp   Surcharge at mudline 

’   Submerged unit weight of soil 

w   Water unit weight 

vt   Transverse flow rate of interface 

ct   Transverse conductivity of interface 

gn   Interface opening distance 

Kr, Kr0  Longitudinal conductivity of interface and its value immediately before breakaway 

Kr0   Longitudinal conductivity of interface before breakaway 

r   Radial coordinate 

qr   Radial flux of interface 

t   Time 

dr   Remaining length of skirt inside soil 

   Dimensionless breakaway factor 

w, wb   Uplift distance and uplift distance before breakaway 
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1 Introduction 

Skirted foundations consist of a top plate and a skirt, confining a soil plug inside the 

compartment. The uplift capacity and failure mechanism of skirted foundations vary 

depending on the drainage condition of the soil (Randolph & Gourvenec 2017; Bye et 

al. 1995; Watson & Humpheson 2007; Miller et al. 1996; Dendani & Colliat 2002; 

Gaudin et al. 2011), because the negative excess pore pressure (i.e. suction) below the 

top plate (Chen et al. 2012; Acosta-Martinez et al. 2008) significantly affects the uplift 

process (Chen et al. 2012; Chatterjee et al. 2014; Acosta-Martinez et al. 2008).  

Most available studies focus on undrained conditions (e.g., Acosta-Martinez et al. 2008, 

2010, 2012; Mana et al. 2013; Gourvenec et al. 2007), and the undrained capacity has 

been well established. Few has extended to partially drained or undrained regions. 

Among others, Li (2015) conducted experimental studies about skirted foundation 

uplift at varying rates, spanning from drained to undrained conditions. Numerical 

studies about skirted foundation uplift in partially drained conditions are extremely rare, 

as most structure-soil contact techniques cannot reproduce the complicated hydro-

mechanical coupled foundation-soil interactions in partially drained conditions, where 

suction can be sustained after detachment and gradually dissipated afterwards.  

Among existing studies, two critical issues can be found requiring more fundamental 

investigations. One is the effect of loading rate on the uplift resistance, which strongly 

influences the pore water pressure generation and dissipation below the top plate. 

Compared with compression, debates still exist on the “backbone” curve (i.e., the 

relation between the peak uplift resistance and uplift velocity) for uplift and the limits 

for undrained, partially drained, and fully drained conditions. The other issue is 

“breakaway”, which is the phenomenon where the uplift resistance rapidly drops nearly 
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to zero as the foundation is separated from the soil. This is distinctly different from 

compression and requires further exploration.  

This paper presents retrospective finite element (FE) simulations of Li (2015)’s tests. 

One set of experiment is used for calibration of numerical parameters. These parameter 

values are then applied to simulate other sets of the tests and are proved appropriate by 

the good agreement between FE and experimental results. The FE and experimental 

results are then combined to interpret the behaviours of skirted foundation uplift at 

varying rates, focusing on the rate effect and breakaway mechanism.  

2 Centrifuge modelling 

A total of 23 centrifuge tests were carried out on the drum centrifuge (Stewart et al. 

1998) at 200g at the University of Western Australia, including 18 full model tests and 

5 half model PIV tests. The tests were conducted by Li (2015) and this paper builds on 

the testing results and the associated compiled data. The test procedures are briefly 

introduced in the following for completeness. 

2.1 Soil sample preparation  

Commercially available kaolin power was mixed with water to a moisture content of 

120% (twice the liquid limit) under vacuum and then consolidated in-flight at 200g, 

giving the soil sample an initial height of 150 mm. Then, the top 30 mm layer was 

scraped off, giving a final sample height 120 mm. T-bar tests were conducted before, 

during and after the tests, showing an approximately linear soil strength profile: 

 u ums s kz= +  (6-1) 

where sum is the soil strength at mudline, being 2.55kPa and 0.92 kPa for the full model 

and PIV tests, respectively, z the vertical distance to mudline and k the gradient for soil 
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strength to increase with depth, being 1.21 kPa/m and 1.33 kPa/m for the full model 

and PIV tests (in prototype), respectively. 

2.2 Test setup and instrumentation 

As shown in Fig. 6-1, circular aluminium foundation models with a diameter D of 60 

mm (12 m in prototype) were used. It had a skirt length d = 12 mm (2.4 m in prototype), 

giving an embedment ratio d/D = 0.2 (noting the top plate was contacting the soil 

surface before the uplift tests).  

2.3 Test procedures 

For the full model tests nine tests were conducted where the foundation uplift velocities 

are v = 0.0005, 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 3 mm/s (in model scale), 

respectively. The velocity can be expressed as dimensionless velocities V = vD/cv 

(Finnie & Randolph, 1994). Taking the consolidation coefficient cv of kaolin clay at the 

experimental stress level as 1.5 m2/year (House et al., 2001), the 9 tests have V= 0.6, 

1.3, 6.3, 12.6, 63.1, 126.1, 630.7, 1261.4, 3784.3, respectively.  

For the PIV tests, a half model was used by keeping tight contact to the transparent 

window of the strongbox during the tests. The foundation and soil movements were 

recorded by a camera in front of the transparent window in flight. The test procedures 

were the same as in full model tests and 3 PIV tests were conducted at rate of v = 0.001; 

0.05 and 1 mm/s (i.e., V=1.3, 63.1, and 1261.4). 

2.4 Test results 

The resistance and excess pore pressure of the 9 full model centrifuge tests (V=0.6, 1.3, 

6.3, 12.6, 63.1, 126.1, 630.7, 1261.4, 3784.3) are shown in Fig. 6-2. The upper part is 

the dimensionless uplift resistance F/Asu0, where F is the uplift resistance force, A the 

cross-sectional area of the foundation, and su0 the undrained soil strength at the skirt tip. 
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The lower part is the dimensionless excess pore pressure u/su0. The horizontal axis is 

the uplift distance w normalised by the skirt length d. At V ≤ 1.3, the uplift resistance 

F/Asu0 is close to zero throughout, and there is no obvious breakaway occurring. At 

higher velocities, the resistance first increases to a peak, followed by some mild 

softening before an abrupt breakaway happening. It can be noted that the peak 

resistance increases with uplift velocity. 

At peak uplift resistance, the soil flow mechanism derived from the 3 PIV tests (V = 

1.3, 63.1, 1261.4, representing slow, intermediate, and fast uplift) is shown in Fig. 6-3, 

where the left half is the displacement contour plot (normalised by the foundation 

displacement) and the right half is the soil movement vector plot. The failure 

mechanisms at the three velocities are deemed to be in undrained, partially drained, and 

drained conditions (cross refer to the uplift resistance in Fig. 6-2).  

The centrifuge results in Fig. 6-2 show that the development of the suction (negative 

excess pore pressure) below the foundation almost mirrors the uplift resistance for all 

the tests. This implies that the nearly all the resistance to uplift is from negative pore 

pressure. When breakaway initiates, there is a sudden loss of suction, indicating that 

breakaway is related to a sudden change of hydraulic conditions around the foundation.  

3 Numerical simulations 

3.1 Model establishment 

As shown in Fig. 6-4, a 2D axisymmetric model was established with a soil domain 

size 5D × 2D. This size had been verified sufficient to eliminate boundary effects from 

preparatory sensitivity study. The soil bottom was fixed in all directions, while the two 

sides were allowed to move only in vertical direction. The top surface was set as a free 

drainage boundary except the area covered by the foundation.  
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The foundation was modelled as a rigid body. A coupled hydro-mechanical interface 

was developed by the authors (see Peng et al., 2022 for details) and further extended to 

axisymmetric condition, which enables suction generation and dissipation, foundation-

soil separation to be adequately modelled. The skirt-soil interaction was modelled as 

Coulomb friction contact model with the coefficient of friction  taken as 0.1. It is 

worth noting that the interface friction is calculated based effective rather than total 

normal contact stress because coupled analyses are conducted. 

3.2 Soil modelling 

Modified Cam Clay (MCC) (Roscoe & Burland, 1968; Schofield & Wroth, 1968) 

constitutive model was used to describe the soil behaviours. MCC parameters for the 

kaolin clay used in the centrifuge tests are listed in Table.1 (Steward, 1982). The soil 

was considered as K0 consolidated with K0 estimated as (Jaky, 1944): 

 0 1 sin 0.6K = −   (6-2) 

It is crucial to keep the undrained shear strength su profile same as the experimental 

condition for a realistic modelling. In the numerical model, a surcharge pp was applied 

on the mudline to improve numerical stability. The soil unit weight ’ and surcharge pp 

were adjusted to provide a good fit of the su profile, where pp and ’ were selected as 

8.91 kPa and 4.23 kN/m3. The numerical value of ’ is slightly lower than the typical 

kaolin clay effective unit weight in the range of 5 ~ 8 kN/m3, but this represents a best 

fit to the experimental shear strength profile. 

3.3 Interface modelling 

A coupled hydro-mechanical zero-thickness interface was developed by the authors in 

plane strain condition (see Peng et al. 2022 for details), which has been proved to be 
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able to model uplifting problems adequately. It is extended to axisymmetric condition 

as shown in the following. As illustrated in Fig. 6-5, the transverse and longitudinal 

flows are defined as:  

 ( )t t g sv c u u= −  (6-3) 
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where vt is the transverse flow rate; ug the excess pore pressure at mid-gap, us the excess 

pore pressure of soil under the foundation; qr the longitudinal flux, gn the dimension of 

gap opening between the foundation and soil; Kr the longitudinal conductivity of the 

interface, w the unit weight of water; and r denotes longitudinal distance. ct is a 

parameter controlling the speed of fluid exchange between gap and soil plug, taken as 

1.86×10-8 m/(kPa∙s) based on back analysis of the centrifuge results.  

According to continuity, the volumetric change of the interface (i.e., the space of 

between the foundation and the soil plug) equals the water flow-in volume minus the 

water flow-out volume. Assuming the water as incompressible: 
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where t denotes time. 

3.4 Breakaway modelling 

Based on the centrifuge observations, breakaway is assumed to initiate when the skirt 

length left in the soil dr reaches a critical value d, where  is a value to be derived from 

the tests. This is illustrated in Fig. 6-5, where the interface longitudinal conductivity Kr 
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is assumed to vary with dr. dr initially equals to d and reduces with the uplift process. 

When dr > d, Kr is set to increase linearly from 0 to Kr0. When dr reaches d, Kr quickly 

increases to a large number by employing an expression Kr = Kr0/drd)100. The values 

of Kr0 and  were back calculated as 3.2×10-9 m/s and 0.26, respectively, from the result 

of the centrifuge data at V = 63.1, because this rate exhibits obvious breakaway but 

insignificant soil strain rate effect. Note the same values are used for the analyses at 

other velocities. 

3.5 Numerical result verification 

Fig. 6-6 shows the comparisons between numerical and experimental results at V = 0.6, 

63.1, and 3784.3. It can be seen that the numerical results agree well with the centrifuge 

tests, especially for V = 0.6 and 63.1. At V = 3784.3, the numerical result lies within the 

limit analysis solutions from Martin (2001), i.e., upper and lower bounds for undrained 

capacity of skirted foundations of 10.36 and 9.11. Also shown is the numerical result 

of Mana et al. (2010) with a good agreement with this study. The centrifuge result is 

higher than numerical result at V = 3784.3, which is believed to be due to the soil 

undrained strength increase with strain rate (see Einav & Randolph, 2005). The adopted 

MCC model in the numerical modelling does not consider this effect. 

Breakaway is well reproduced by the numerical modelling at all velocities, with 

numerical breakaway distance comparable with the experimental ones. Note the values 

of  and Kr0 are the same for all cases, and they were calibrated from the single case of 

V = 63.1 experimental result. The good agreement for all velocities indicates the 

breakaway modelling is effective. 
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4 The role of negative pore pressure (suction) in uplifting problem 

As discussed by (Li et al., 2015)  and illustrated in Fig. 6-2, the suction is the main 

component of the net uplift resistance, and thus the skirt friction accounts for only a 

limited fraction, especially for fast velocities. At each velocity, the recording of the 

three PPTs were comparable, within 3% difference, indicating an even distribution of 

pore pressure below the foundation.  

It has been accepted that undrained uplift capacity equal to the undrained compression 

capacity, i.e., the “reverse end bearing” mechanism (Acosta-Martinez et al., 2008; Li et 

al., 2015; Mana et al., 2014) However, the effective soil stresses and pore pressure play 

different roles in undrained compression and uplift. For compression, both excess pore 

pressure and effective soil stresses provide resistance (see Tian et al., 2022 for more 

detailed discussion). With lower compression rate, the dissipation of excess pore 

pressure leads to consolidation (increase in soil effective stresses) and soil hardening, 

thus resulting in higher resistance with lower V (Finnie & Randolph, 1994; Randolph 

& Hope, 2004; Lehane et al., 2009; Chuang et al., 2006; Chow et al., 2020). In contrast, 

in uplift, suction is seen as the main source of resistance. With lower uplift rate, the 

suction dissipates, and thus uplift resistance drops correspondingly. Consequently, the 

drained uplift capacity is very low. 

5 The rate effect and the backbone curves 

Fig. 6-7 shows the dimensionless capacity factor Nc = Fmax/Dsu0 versus the 

dimensionless velocity V=vD/cv for both the 9 centrifuge tests (Li, 2015) and the 

corresponding numerical modelling, where Fmax is peak resistance. It can be seen that 

good agreement between experimental and numerical results is reached when V < 80. 

At greater velocities, the experimental results exceed the numerical results. This is 
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believed due to the strain rate effect on the soil strength su, which the numerical 

modelling did not consider by using the MCC model.  

The numerical results can be fitted by using the equation proposed by House et al. 

(2001): 

 
,drainage

,undrained 1

c

d

c

N b
a

N cV
= +

+
 (6-6) 

where the subscript “drainage” represents the sole effect of drainage (without strain rate 

effect); a represents the contribution from skirt friction; a + b = 1 represents the 

undrained resistance factor at large V; and c and d control the sharpness of the curve. 

The best-fit values for a, b, c, and d are 0.01, 0.99, 183.36 and -1.52. 

At V < 6, the uplift resistance stabilises to a small value, indicating drained conditions 

are reached. At V > 130, the uplift resistance stabilises at a peak, indicating undrained 

conditions are reached. This value is slightly higher than the undrained threshold V = 

30 proposed by Finnie & Randolph (1994) based on a T-bar, and is much lower than 

the V = 10000 proposed by Chen et al. (2012) based on a surface footing. These 

differences are likely related to ambient water infiltration, of which the easiness 

decreases from surface footing to fully buried T-bar. The easier the infiltration, the 

faster the suction dissipation, and the higher the undrained threshold. 

By combining the effect of strain rate, the below equation can be fitted to the 

experimental data 
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where Nc is the dimensionless uplift capacity with both drainage and strain rate effects. 

Vref and m are two constants, with the least-square best-fit values being 20 and 0.1, 

respectively.  

Lehane et al. (2009) conducted a series of centrifuge tests studying the rate effect on T-

bar behaviour. The value of m was 0.08 which is close to that in this study.  It may seem 

surprising at first look that Nc < Nc,driange when V < Vref. This is actually because the 

numerical capacity at low V is slightly larger than the experimental one. But the 

difference is very small and thus ignored in this paper. 

6 Discussion on breakaway 

Fig. 6-2 shows that breakaway accompanies a sudden loss of suction below the 

foundation while some mild suction dissipation can be observed before breakaway. Fig. 

6-8 shows the top plate and the underneath soil prior and post to the breakaway in PIV 

tests at v = 1 mm/s (Li, 2015). After breakaway, the space between the foundation and 

the soil obviously widened, indicating ambient water rapidly infiltrates into the 

foundation underside. The is possibly because the remaining length of the skirt inside 

soil dr is too short to resist the ambient water infiltration. Therefore, this study assumed 

when dr/d is less than a critical value , breakaway initiates. 

Fig. 6-9 compares the dimensionless uplift distance wb/d when breakaway occurs for 

numerical and experimental observations, where wb is the foundation uplift distance at 

breakaway, and d the skirt length. In general, good agreements are reached, indicating 

the breakaway is reasonably captured by the proposed method.  

Since all cases use a same  the rate dependency of breakaway distance is because 

uplift rate affects the ground sink beside the foundation, which facilitates the shortening 
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of dr. The larger the ground sink, the less the uplift distance is needed for the skirt tip 

to be pulled near the ground. These analyses are confirmed by the numerical post-

breakaway mudline profiles shown in Fig. 6-10, where the abscissa denotes horizontal 

distance to the skirt x normalised by the foundation diameter D, and ordinate denotes 

the vertical distance to the initial mudline y normalised by D. As the uplift rate increases, 

the ground sink increases and finally stabiles in undrained conditions. 

Fig. 6-11 shows the dimensionless gap opening gn/d versus the displacement of the 

foundation w/d. For low velocities (V ≤ 12.6), the gap opening equals the uplifting 

distance at any instant, showing that the behaviour is drained and water flows into the 

gap. For intermediate velocities (e.g., V = 126.1), the gn/d increases nearly linearly with 

uplift distance although the gap opening rate is slower than the uplift rate. At a certain 

point, the gn/d increases sharply, corresponding to the breakaway. The sudden widening 

of the gap during breakaway is in line with the PIV observation in Fig. 6-9. After 

breakaway, the slope of the curve becomes nearly equal to unity, indicating the uplift 

rate and gap opening rate are equal.  For high velocities, the gap opening is small until 

breakaway occurs, showing the soil is essentially in undrained conditions.  

7 Concluding remarks 

A series of centrifuge tests, including full model tests and half model PIV tests, were 

presented, and retrospective FE simulations were conducted to study the rate effect and 

breakaway during skirted foundation uplift. 

Interpretations of numerical and experimental results indicate that, as uplift rate 

increases, the uplift resistance increases. A backbone curve for uplifting has been 

established, where V = 6 and V = 130 are seen to be the boundaries for drained, partially 
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drained, and undrained conditions. The two components of the rate effect, drainage 

effect and strain rate effect, are quantified separately. 

Breakaway is found associated with the rapid infiltration of ambient water into the 

foundation underside. In this study, breakaway is assumed to occur when the remaining 

length of the skirt inside soil becomes shorter than a critical value. This hypothesis is 

validated by the good agreement between numerical and experimental results.  
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Table 6-1. Parameters for MCC constitutive model 

 

Parameter input for finite-element analysis Values 

Unit weight of water,w: kN/m3 10 

Slope of swelling and recompression line in e-ln(p') space, κ 0.044 

Slope of virgin compression line in e-ln(p') space, λ 0.205 

Friction angle in triaxial compression,  23.5o 

Void ratio at p'  = 1 kPa on critical state line, ecs 2.14 

Soil permeability, ks: m/s 10-9 
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Fig. 6-1 Layout of the skirted foundations used in full model centrifuge tests 

 

 
Fig. 6-2 Results of full model centrifuge tests 
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(a) V = 1261.4 

 
(b) V = 63.1 

 
(c) V = 1.3 

Fig. 6-3 Normalised soil displacement contours and failure mechanisms at peak uplift 

resistance (follow Li, 2015) 
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Fig. 6-4 FE model setup and mesh 

 

 

 
Fig. 6-5 Schematic illustration of the proposed breakaway criterion 
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Fig. 6-6 Comparison between numerical and experimental results (experimental results follow 

Li, 2015) 

 

 
Fig. 6-7 Numerical and experimental backbone curves (centrifuge results follow Li, 2015) 
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Fig. 6-8 PIV results before and after breakaway at v = 1 mm/s (follow Li, 2015 

 

 

 

Fig. 6-9 Comparison of numerical and experimental breakaway distance  
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Fig. 6-10 Post-breakaway mudline profiles at different uplift rates 

 

 

Fig. 6-11 Evolution of foundation-soil separation distance against uplift distance  
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and recommendations 

7.1 Conclusions 

This study investigates the uplift of offshore foundation by advancing the numerical 

simulation techniques. The uplift of offshore foundations was modelled in fully coupled 

analysis spanning undrained, partially drained to drained conditions. The results are 

compared with available theoretical solutions and experimental data. A wide range of 

factors, including foundation embedment, soil strength heterogeneity, foundation-soil 

interface, and uplift rate, have been discussed and quantified. Key conclusions are 

detailed in the following sections, corresponding to the four aims listed in Chapter 1. 

7.2 Outcome 1: Advanced approaches to realistically simulate offshore foundation 

uplift  

Most of the current practices in simulating offshore foundation uplift consider only 

fully undrained conditions, using elastic-perfectly plastic soil constitutive models 

(mostly Tresca) within total stress analysis framework, and assuming the soil-

foundation interface to be either fully bonded or fully vented. 

To model the soil behaviour realistically, coupled analysis, along with MCC model 

which allows for soil strength hardening or softening, is employed in Chapters 4, 5, and 

6. It performs well with half buried foundations (such as a skirted foundation where the 

top is not buried) but appears problematic with fully buried foundations (such as an 

anchor where the top is buried), because it cannot simulate soil tensile failure which is 

inevitable during the (partially) drained uplift of fully buried foundations. Chapter 4 

solves this problem by defining a small no-softening surface where softening is not 

allowed, so that excessive softening (tensile failure) can be prevented. This method has 

been validated against results from the literature in Chapter 4. 
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Two methods (proposed respectively in Chapters 4 and 5) have been proposed to 

simulate the hydro-mechanical coupled soil-foundation interactions. Both methods 

compatibly address the relation between uplift rate, uplift capacity, pore pressure 

dissipation rate, and soil-foundation separation rate. Separation between foundation and 

soil can be automatically realised during the analysis according to the effective stress 

between the foundation and soil rather than by pre-specified criterion as in the current 

practice. 

The first method is to fully bond the soil underneath to the anchor but allow the effective 

soil stresses to reach zero during uplift, such that suction can be sustained even after 

“detachment. This method resembles the “thin layer interface” approach. It requires no 

extra parameter besides soil parameters, although it cannot model the infiltration of 

ambient free water because the water flow inside the interface is assumed to result from 

seepage obeying Darcy’s law. No visual separation can be observed in this method. 

Further, this method cannot model “breakaway” phenomenon (the compwelte 

separation of the foundation with the soil, resulting in an abrupt reduction of uplift 

resistance). 

The second method is to insert a zero-thickness interface between the soil and the 

foundation. This interface is formulated in Chapter 5 and has been demonstrated 

appropriate to simulate uplifting problems by validation against experimental data in 

Chapters 5 and 6. It employs both Darcy and Navier-Stokes laws in describing water 

flow along different directions, enabling the simulation of rapid ambient water 

infiltration. With the rate effect modelled adequately, it can also properly simulate 

breakaway by employing a Navier-Stokes longitudinal flow rule. Compared with the 
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first method, the foundation-soil separation can be visualised. It is noted that this 

interface requires extra parameters, which are discussed in Chapter 5. 

7.3 Outcome 2: A simple approach to predict the undrained capacity of plate 

anchors 

The influences of mudline surcharge, soil weight, suction below the anchor, embedment, 

soil heterogeneity, and soil-anchor detachment, on the undrained uplift capacity of plate 

anchors have been systematically investigated. 

Results indicate that the effect of mudline surcharge, soil weight, and suction on the 

capacity can be described using a simple superposition principle. The increase of soil 

strength heterogeneity leads to decrease in capacity. Interestingly, in normally 

consolidated soils where soil strength at mudline sum is zero and increases with a 

gradient k against depth z, the anchor capacity is independent of k, solely determined 

by embedment. A coupling is found existing between embedment and soil strength 

heterogeneity. It is possible to decouple them by decomposing an over-consolidated 

soil (su = sum + kz) into the superposition of a normally consolidated one (su = kz) and a 

uniform one (su is constant). This reduces the complexity in predicting anchor capacity. 

The soil-foundation detachment is a function of the foundation embedment, the soil 

strength heterogeneity, and the magnitude of external load (the summation of the anchor 

overburden pressure and the underneath suction). The increase of embedment and 

external load prevents detachment while the increase of soil strength heterogeneity 

favors detachment. As quantified in Chapter 3, at certain combinations of the three 

factors above, detachment becomes no longer possible. .  

The undrained uplift capacity of plate anchors is found to be uniquely determined by 

three dimensionless parameters, i.e., the magnitudes of external load, embedment, and 
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soil heterogeneity. Based on this, a simple but versatile approach has been established 

to predict the anchor undrained capacity, applicable for all possible situations. 

7.4 Outcome 3: Quantifications of the rate effect on skirted foundations 

Retrospective finite element (FE) simulations of centrifuge tests on skirted foundation 

uplift at varying uplifting rates have been conducted in Chapter 6. The rate effect has 

been quantified, and breakaway has been explained based on experimental observations. 

A means to predict the timing of occurrence of breakaway is proposed and validated. 

Results indicate that, with increasing uplift rate, the uplift capacity increases 

monotonically. The dimensionless uplift velocity V = 6 and 130 roughly differentiates 

the drained, partially drained, and undrained conditions, where V = vB/cv, with cv being 

the coefficient of consolidation of soil, v the uplift rate, and B the anchor width.  

Based on experimental observations, breakaway is found likely to be associated with 

the rapid infiltration of ambient free water into the foundation underside. The remaining 

length of the skirt inside the soil is then proposed as the criterion to initiate breakaway, 

i.e., breakaway happens when this length is smaller than a critical value. This criterion 

is incorporated into the FE simulations, and good agreement with the experimental 

results has been demonstrated. 

7.5 Outcome 4: Quantifications of the rate effect on plate anchors 

Plate anchor uplift at varying rates and embedment have been systematically studied in 

Chapter 4. The force-displacement curves have been quantified, and failure 

mechanisms have been examined. 

The rate effect during plate anchor uplift is found to be dependent on both the suction 

dissipation below the anchor and soil consolidation above. At shallow embedment, the 
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former outweighs the latter and the capacity increases with decreasing rate. The 

opposite happens at deep embedment. Drained capacity requires larger uplift distance 

to be mobilised than undrained capacity, and the deeper the embedment, the larger is 

the mobilisation distance required, and the larger is the peak drained capacity. 

Three failure mechanisms have been observed: a “tensile-detach” mechanism in 

drained condition; a “shear-detach” mechanism in partially drained condition; and a 

“flow around” mechanism in undrained condition. The thresholds of the three 

conditions are estimated to be V = 0.3 and 30. 

7.6 Outcome 5: Comparison of the uplift of half buried and fully buried 

foundations, and comparison of the rate effects during penetration and uplift 

Chapters 4 and 6 indicate that the uplift behaviours of half or fully buried foundations 

are different. The capacity of a half-buried foundation shows monotonic increase with 

increasing uplift rate. By comparison, whether the capacity of a fully buried foundation 

increase or decrease with uplift rate depends on the embedment. The deeper the 

embedment, the larger the drained capacity relative to undrained capacity. Breakaway 

is observed in the uplift of half buried foundations, but fully buried foundation uplift 

shows no sign of breakaway. 

The behaviours during penetration and uplift of a plate anchor are compared in Chapter 

4. Results indicate that their capacities and failure mechanisms are the same only in 

undrained conditions. At slower rate, soil-foundation detachment may occur in uplift 

but not in penetration because of the soil weight. Correspondingly, penetration 

resistance is higher than uplift resistance in (partially) drained conditions, and the 

former is found requiring less uplift distance to be mobilised than the latter does. 
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7.7 Recommendations for future work 

This research considered offshore foundation uplift at varying rates, where the “rate 

effect” mainly denotes the influence of soil drainage. Soil viscous effect is not 

considered in the numerical simulations. Future work may consider the influence of soil 

viscous effect. 

This research uses small strain finite element method to conduct the simulations, 

assuming the foundation embedment to be invariable during the uplift. In reality, 

foundation may undergo large displacement, where the foundation embedment 

constantly reduces. Quantifications of the consequence of this embedment loss along 

with rate effect require further investigations. 

 

 




